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ABSTRACT 

CAPITAL BUDGETING MODELS BASED ON CONSTRAINED 
PROFIT MAXIMIZING AND NON-PROFIT MAXIMIZING BEHAVIOR 

Siert E. de Jong 

Although economic literature traditionally assumes 

maximization of total profits to be the only goal of the 

firm, recently some alternative entrepreneurial motivations 

have received much attention. 

Nevertheless, in the theory of investment practically 

all the existing models, positive and normative, are based 

on profit maximization. 

Attempting to fill this gap this dissertation develops 

a series of capital budgeting models based on a few of the 

best known of these alternative objectives. Since the 

purpose was not to construct new goals or to argue for the 

plausibility of some, the goals and motives of the firm were 

taken as given. Four different goals were used. Two are 

constrained profit maximizing, one is revenue maximization, 

and the fourth is the maximization of the manager*s own 

utility* 

The capital budgeting problem, broadly interpreted, 

requires three interrelated decisions: first, the determina¬ 

tion of the total volume of investment the firm will undertake, 



second5 the optimal financing of the proposed investment 

outlay and third, the selection of the optimal combination 

of investment projects, These sub-problems are successively 

analysed (respectively in Chapters III, IV.1 and IV.2), and 

a model to solve each for the four different objectives 

is constructed in each chapter. Optimality conditions, 

optimality rules and micro investment equations correspond¬ 

ing to the various goals are derived. 

The thesis actually begins in Chapter II with a review 

of well known capital budgeting models which are similar 

in that all conclude investment should (will) be carried on 

by the firm until the marginal rate of return equals the 

marginal cost of capital. But since all define the cost of 

capital differently the models in fact lead to quite different 

investment behavior. It is shown that the differences in 

opinion about the "correct” definition of the cost of capital 

are due to different interpretation of the profit maximiza¬ 

tion hypothesis. This chapter serves a threefold purpose. 

First, it serves as an introduction by presenting some 

traditional capital budgeting models against which the models 

of Chapter III and IV can be compared. Second, it helps to 

clear a confusing discussion that has been going on for years 

in financial literature by showing that each model is internally 



consistent and that differences in outcome are caused by 

differences in initial assumptions as to what constitutes 

the goal of the firm. Third, by showing how even minor 

variations on the profit maximisation theme can cause quite 

different investment behavior, it demonstrates the need for 

models integrating more radically different objectives with 

the theory of investment. 

The model used in Chapter III is a modified and generalized 

version of the so-called ’’wealth-model". The unrealistic and 

special behavioral assumption of that model is replaced by 

the more basic "balance-equality constraint" and the result¬ 

ing model is made to accept the various non-profit maximizing 

goals. The problem in Chapter IV.1 is structured so that it 

can be solved by existing programming methods. Although the 

mathematical technique is known, the application to the 

financing problem in this form is quite new. In Chester IV.2 

existing programming methods for determining the optimal 

project mix under profit maximization are proven to be 

applicable to most of the other objectives as well. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1,1. Background of the Problem 

"Classical” capital budgeting literature, in general, 

analyzes the actual investment behavior (in positive models) 

and the optimal investment behavior (in normative models) 

1 
of the firm under the following set of assumptions: 

a. the only goal of the firm is the maximization of 

total profits; 

b. the market for capital (and usually all other markets 

too) are perfect; 

c. there is no uncertainty, future conditions are 

perfectly known; 

d. the investment projects are independent of each other 

in that the acceptance of one project does not in* 

fluence the return on any other project; 

e. in the "rate of return-method" intermediate cash flows 

will be reinvested at a rate of return equal to the 

return of the project itself; 

f. in the "present value-method" intermediate cash flows 

are reinvested at a rate of return equal to the 

l" 1" "" 

These assumptions are seldom explicitly listed. Indirect 
references can be found in the works cited in the next follow¬ 
ing footnotes, 
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discount rate employed; 

g* the firm sets no exogenous limits on the amounts it 

wants to borrow# lend or invest# 

Under these conditions the optimal investment behavior 

can be described in two different ways. 

Using the "rate of return-method” the firm will accept 

all Investment projects with an internal rate of return higher 

than the market rate of interest and it will reject those 

proposals for which the rate of interest exceeds the expected 

rate of return. The optimal position is reached at the point 

where the marginal rate of return equals the rate of interest. 

Here the internal rate of return is defined as the discount 

rate which equates the algebraic sum of the discounted future 

yearly net incomes of a capital good with the initial price 

of the capital good. Let the rate of interest be represented 

by and the internal rate of return of the marginal project 

j by Tfj, Let «^ be the net income of project j in year 

t (t«l,.,.3T) and let the outlay for j be represented by PQ^. 

Then the optimal position for the fin% given assumptions 

a - g, is given by: 

n 
t 

n 
J 

(1.1) 

T 
E 

t# 
£1 

a^y 
(1.2) 
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Under the alternative "present value-method11 the firm 

will accept all investment proposals for which the present 

value—defined as the algebraic sum of discounted future 

yearly incomes of a capital good discounted at the market 

rate of interest—exceeds the initial outlay for the capital 

good and it will reject all proposals for which the opposite 

is true. The optimal point is reached if, for the marginal 

project^ the present value equals the initial cost. Let Doj 

represent the present value of marginal project j, then the 

optimal position is given by: 

(1,3) 

<1.4) 

Under assumptions a « g the “rate of return-method” and 

the “present value-method” are equivalent as can be seen by 

comparing equations (1.3) and (1,4) with (1.1) and (1.2), The 

assumptions can be considered rather unrealistic and recent 

capital budgeting literature shows many attempts to replace 

them. 

For instance imperfections of the capital market (as sump* ** 

i 
Cion b) were introduced by a number of writers, i • ay Hirshleifer, 

*Jaek Hirshleifer, “On the Theory of Optimal Investment Decision,” 
Journal of Political Economy, (August 1953) pp# 329-352# 
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1 
Luts and Luts. 

Models in which She return on investment is considered 

a stochastic variable have been developed to give an optimum 

2 
solution for the case of risk (assumption c). 

Interdependency between investment projects (d) is 

treated by Lorie and Savage,4 Reiter* and Weingartner. 

fi 
Other writers have shown the essential nature of ass*ump-* 

tions e and f and have developed conditions under which the 

rate of return method and the present value method are not 

equivalent. 

^Friedrich and Vera Luts, The Theory of Investment of the 
Firm. (Princeton: Princeton university Press, 1951) Chapter 
X a.f. 

2 
See Donald E. Farrar, The Investment Decision Under Uncer- 
tain tv. (Ford Foundation Doctoral' 'Dissertation Series Award 
Winner), (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1962); Harry M. 
Markowits, Portfolio Selection. (Hew Vork 1959); Joel Cord, 
*‘A Method for Allocating Funds'' to Investment Projects Wlten 
Returns Are Subject to Uncertainty,w Management Science. 
(January 1964) pp, 335-341. 

3 
James H, Lorie and Leonard J, Savage, "Three Problems in 
Capital Rationing,n Journal of Business. (October 1955) pp. 229- 
239» 
4 
Stanley Reiter, "Choosing an Investment Program Among Inter¬ 
dependent Projects," The Review of Economic Studies. (February 
1963), pp* 32-36. 

5 
H. Martin Weingartner, "Capital Budgeting of Interrelated 
Projects: Survey and Synthesis,” Management Science. (March 
1966) pp. 485-517. 

SSee for instance: Esra Solomon, "Hie Arithmetic of Capital 
Budgeting Decisions,” Journal of Business (April 1956) pp. 124- 
129; and James T.S, Porterfield, Investment Decisions and 
Capital Costs (Prentice-Hall Foundations of Finance Series, 
Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1965) pp, 20-42. 
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Assumption g—no capital rationing—has also been attacked 

1 
as being unrealistic. The capital budgeting problem—broadly 

interpreted—requires three interrelated decisions, first* 

the total volume of investment a firm will undertake. Second, 

the selection of the optimal combination of investment projects 

and third the optimal financing of the proposed investment 

outlay. In the traditional pure profit maximisation model, 

as explained above, total volume of investment is determined 

by the interplay of rate of return on investment and the cost 

of the capital used to finance this investment* The selected 

project-mix determines the rate of return and the selected 

financial structure determines the cost of capital.' A rational 

application of the profit maximisation principle requires 

therefore the simultaneous solution of these three problems. 

In actual business practice the three problems are 

separately analysed and solved, very often by different people 

o 
or different groups in the organisational structure. First, 

1 
See for instances Lorie and Savage, o£, cit,; Tiber Scitovaky, 
Welfare and Competition, (Chicago: R.B. Irwin, Inc., 1951) 
pp. 208-209. 3, Hirshleifer, on. cit. 

2 
See Donald F, Istvan, "Capital Expenditure Decisions, hot? they 
are made in large corporations," (Indiana University, 1961) 
pp, 22-33; Walter Heller, "The Anatomy of Investment Decisions," 
Harvard Business Review. XXIX, Ho, 2 (March 1951), pp. 95-103. 
See also Joel Dean, Managerial Economics% (Englewood cliffs: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1951) pp. 586-600, 
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total volume of investment is determined by top management 

on the base of rough estimates about probably attainable rates 

of return and presumably available financing opportunities 

and often with other--non profit maximising—^motives, in mind* 

After that the problems of the optimal financing and the 

optimal project-mix are solved by lower echelons in the 

organisation who have in their decisions to accept total 

investment as given* 

The reason for this—-from a standpoint of pure profit 

maximisation seemingly irrational-behavior could be a lack of 

detailed data, sufficient decision time or adequate analytical 

facilities in the top levels of the firm* Top management wants 

to keep the decision about total volume of investment to itself 

but lacks necessary detailed information about specific projects 

or specific financing opportunities * Therefore a rough in¬ 

vestment budget is constructed and later split up between the 

various, departments* In the solution of the problems of the 

composition of expenditures and the composition of financing 

the size of the budget is then considered as given* 

But not.only organisational reasons account for this be¬ 

havior. Sometimes capital market imperfections or other ex¬ 

ternal constraints limit the amount a firm can invest to a 

given sum. In government investments it is the political 

process that accounts for given budgets# 
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For these reasons recent publications on the selection 

of the optimal combination of projects have dropped assump- 

1 
ticn g and have started from a given investment budget. 

So far however all writers in the investment field have 

upheld the profit maximisation assumption (a) which*-especially 

in the long-run investment decision—might be a very unrealistic 

one indeed. In other fields, of economic theory alternative 

assumptions of entrepreneurial behavior are being advanced 

and theories built upon them have been developed by many 

*) % it, *5 
writers, notably Baumol/" Williamson, Simon, Harris, 

Scitovsky,' etc, Nevertheless in the important area of capital 

For instance: H. Martin Weingartner, Mathematical Programming, 
and the Analysis of Capital Budgeting Problems (Ford Founds* 
tion Doctoral Dissertation Series Award Winner), (Englewood 
Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1963); W, J. Baumol and R. E. Quandt, 
"Investment and Discount Rates.Under Capital Rationing—A 
Programming Approach," The Economic Journal, Vol, LXXF (June 
1965) op, 317-330.   

2 
W.J. Baumol, Business Behavior, Value and Growth, (Hew York: 
Hie Macmillan Company, 1959) Chapters 6*8. 

^0*E* Williamson, The Economics of Discretionary Behavior: 
Managerial Objectives In a Theory of the Firm* (The Ford 
Foundation Doctoral Dissertation Series Award tfinner) , 
(Englewood Cliffs: Frentice*HaXl, 1963). 

^H.A, Simon, "Hew Development in the Theory of the Firm," The 
American Economic Review, V. 52, (May 1962) pp, 1*15, and 
H.A* Simon and J.G, March, Organisations . (Hew York: J. Wiley 
and Sons, Inc., 1958)♦ 

5 
Robin L. Harris, "A Model of the ’Managerial* Enterprise," 
Quarterly Journal of Economics, V. m?Il,2 (May 1963) pp. 185-209 

^T» Scitovsky, "A Hote on Profit Maximisation and Its Implica¬ 
tions," Review of Economic Studies, (1963) pp. 57*60. 
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budgeting nearly all models, positive as well as normative, 

are still based on profit maximization and alternative con¬ 

siderations, e.g, that managers might want to maximize sales 

or are interested in their own utility or are constrained in 

the attainment of the profit maximum by the existence of 

financial constraints, have received no attention. 

In an attempt to fill this gap this thesis develops a 

number of capital budgeting models based upon some alternative 

hypotheses about other managerial goals that have been advanced 

in the above literature. The models and their resulting 

optimality rules are compared with each other and with the 

profit maximization model under identical circumstances* 

These comparisons give valuable insight into the question of 

which investment behavior follows from each goal and why. 
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1.2. Flan of the Study 

In the capital budgeting literature there has been a 

confusing discussion centered around the interpretation of the 

concept of the cost of capital for the firm in imperfect 

capital markets. Different writers have proposed different 

interpretations and the discussion has not been satisfactorily 

solved. Chapter II reviews this discussion from a special 

standpoint. It is shown the differences in outcome exist 

because different writers start from different assumptions 

about the goal of the firm. Although these goals can all be 

considered variations on the profit maximization theme and as 

such do not give the kind of alternatives to profit maxi¬ 

mization as the models developed in this dissertation, the 

differences are large enough to cause different "cut-off" 

points and therefore different investment behavior. As soon 

as one realizes the various writers explicitly or implicitly 

select different goals for the firm, the confusion ends and 

many comments and re-comments prove to be not relevant. 

Chapter III is devoted to the decision about the total 

volume of investment. Four alternatives to single profit 

maximization are successively introduced and integrated in the 

theory of investment of the firm. 

In a complete treatment of the Investment problem under 

non-profit maximization objectives it will also be necessary to 
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stow how firms cm solve the project mis: and the financing 

problem in those circumstances. Therefore Chapter IV.1 gives 

a new solution for the determination of the optimal financial 

structure of the investment budget while Chapter IV..2 discusses 

methods to determine the optimum mis: of projects. In accordance 

with the argument above, throughout Chapter IV the.total else 

of the investment budget is considered constant. 



u 
CHAPTER II 

VARIATIONS ON PROFIT MAXIMIZATION 

IN INVESTMENT MODELS: A REVIEW 

This chapter gives a review of a number of recent micro- 

investment models* These are similar since all agree the firm 

should invest up to the point where the marginal rate of 

return on investment equals a ’’cut-off” rate or ’’cost of 

capital.” However since each model gives a different defini¬ 

tion of this cost of capital the various models describe (or 

prescribe in normative approaches) basically different invest¬ 

ment behavior. 

A confusing discussion has resulted in theoretical as 

well as "practical” literature about which is the "correct” 

definition, an issue which has not been satisfactorily settled* 

Much of this confusion disappears in a close and critical 

analysis and comparison of the structure of the different 

models especially with respect to the goals explicitly or im¬ 

plicitly imputed to the decision maker in the investment problem. 

This will be done in the following paragraphs. To show the 

argument most clearly, the case of pure stock financing will be 

carefully analyzed. 
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XX*1. The Dividend-Price Ratio 

In a static world with certainty* universal perfect 

competition and general profit maximisation a firm using the 

rate of return-method or the present value-method would 

maximise total profits but the long-run maximum would just be 

equal to a “normal” return on investment. Assuming the market 

value of the firm*s shares to be a function of total profits, 

market values would also be maximum. The firm would just earn 

and have to pay its stockholders an effective dividend equal 

to the market rate of interest. 

In the investment criteria of Chapter I the interest 

rate could be replaced by the dividend-price ratio of its 

stock or by the eamings-price ratio since all three will be 

equal in such circumstances. 

Let m ts represent net income from investments (before 

dividend payments) per share, R*g total dividends per share, 

Pts share price, « the dividend-price ratio, 
3 the earnings- 

price ratio and e the retention rate* Then the optimum posi¬ 

tion will be reached when! 

TT » ft w sa fj 
•I T. (2.1) 

where (2.2) 

m 
ts 
F ts 

(2.3) 
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Thus e ® 1 • f *» 0 (2.4) 

Stockholders* and management1© interests would be parallel. 

In reality the interest rate, the dividend-price ratio 

and the earnings-price ratio need not necessarily be equal 

and the cost of capital to use as cut-off rate In the case of 

pure equity financing is open to interpretation. Conflict of 

interest between stockholders and management is then possible. 

Some writers have chosen the dividend-price ratio'*" and 

an optimum investment policy is in their opinion to accept 

all investment proposals for which the return exceeds a and 

to reject all proposals with a return lower than « so that for 

the marginal investment j: 

Explicit reasoning is usually not given or is based on 

the analogy with the case of static perfect long run competi¬ 

tion. The opinion is consistent with the view that the firm 

is an entity different from the stockholders* Stockholders 

are considered by management only as suppliers of financial 

capital. Dividends are the costs of this capital and the 

1 
E.g. : J. B. Williams, The Theory of Investment Value. (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1938), pp. 57 a.f. 

ftj * a , when 

a is not necessarily equal to 8 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 
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dividend-price ratio represents the marginal cost. Total 

profits (after dividends) will be maximized if investment is 

carried on until the marginal rate of return equals the 

dividend-price ratio. The view implies an independent 

management which is actively interested in maximum cash profits 

(for instance because managements income is related to total 

profits via a profit sharing agreement) and if the earnings* 

price ratio exceeds the dividend-price ratio, the policy may 

result in accepting some investments with a return lower than 

the current eamings-priee ratio. As a result, earnings per 

share may be diluted; thus the policy is clearly not in the 

best interests of the stockholders. 



IS 

XI,2. The Earnings-Priee Ratio 

Many writers have selected the eamings-price ratio 8 

1 
as "the” cost of capital in the case of stock financing. 

This view can be seen as a logical result of identifying firm 

and stockholders. If the marginal return on new investment 

equals the current eamings-price ratio, then the average 

return on new investment which is at least as large as the 

marginal return (assuming a downward sloping average return- 

function) will also be at least as large as the current 8. 

But since for net? investment 8 equals the average return on 

2 
investment, the new * will be at least as large as the old 

B and this guarantees the interests of the current stockholders. 

Hie eamings-price ratio and earnings per share will be maxi¬ 

mized by this policy, (earnings before dividend), assuming 

constant share-prices throughout this process. 

1 
The vies-? that equity costs are measured by eamings-price 
ratios can be found by many writers, i .a. Hunt and 
Williams, Basic Business Finance. (Homewood, 111.: R.B. Irwin, 
1958); M.H. Spencer and L.S. Siegelman, Managerial Economics., 
(Homewood, 111.: R.D. Irwin, 1959); See also R.P, Soule, 
’Trends in the Cost of Capital,” Harvard Business Review. (March- 
April 1953) pp. 33-67. 

2For new investment 

e total earnings 
number of shares 

8 equals: 

T price per share 

a average return on investment times total amount invested 
total amount invested divided by price per share 

r price per share 

“ average return on investment. 
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IX.3* The Required Rate o£ Return 

1 
D, Durand, siting in 1952, defends an interpretation 

of the cost of capital called the "required rate of return,” 

R.R., defined as the return an investment lias to make in order 

to keep stock prices constant. Durand states that the objective 

in investment should be the raaadLtaication of discounted future 

net income of stocks, called the investment value. Later on. 

investment value is identified with the market value of stocks 

and supposedly arrived at by multiplying earnings per share 

with a capitalisation factor C. Durand's main argument Is 

that G is a decreasing function of the amount of financial 

leverage (ratio of debt to equity in die financial structure) 

which is a prouy for financial risk* Thus he is able to show 

that the R.R. is higher than the interest rate on bonds if 

an investment is financed with bonds only. Xf the marginal 

rate of return on investment Is equal to the bond interest the 

average return exceeds the bond interest so that net earnings 

per share increase* This in itself will increase the market 

value but the capitalisation rate C decreases because of increased 

leverage and it is very well possible (depending on the aract 

Durand, “Cost of Debt and Equity Funds for Business? Trends 
and Problems of Measurement” in Conference on Research in 
Business Finance. (Hew York: national"Bureau of Economic"' 
Research, 1952) pp. 215-247. 
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relation between G and leverage) that the market value of 

stocks actually decreases. Ihe investment should therefore 

he cut off earlier at a higher marginal return, hence the cut¬ 

off rate or R.R, exceeds the interest rate on bonds. Actually 

this is only a roundabout way of saying that if the objective 

of investment is to maximize the value of the common stock 

and if the common stock value is a function of the degree of 

financial leverage, then the cost of capital determining the 

optimal amount of investment should also be a function of the 

degree of leverage. 

In order to focus attention on the relation between the 

definition of cost of capital chosen and the objective of invest¬ 

ment implied, this chapter will refrain from discussing the 

complications introduced by debt financing and uncertainty. In 

the case of stock financing Durand’s capitalization rate C 

turns out to be the inverse of the average return on new invest¬ 

ment, so that the valuation theory is really the definitional 

relationship established in footnote Z9 page 15 
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11*4. The Future Gamings-Price Ratio 

i 
Professor Solomon proposes a cost of capital for equity 

financing that is defined as the estimated earnings-price 

ratio which would exist in the absence of the proposed invest** 

manfc as opposed to the current earnings-price ratio. The 

argument is that: 

" The relevant fact with regard to any item of 
business policy is not the difference between net 
earnings after the policy item is introduced and 
present earnings. Rather it is the difference between 
net earnings after the policy item is introduced and 
what earnings would have been had the policy item not 
been introduced,"2 

The argument is undoubtedly true but it is not relevant. In 

the static5 ceteris paribus analysis with no uncertainty it is 

difficult to see how the future earnings-price ratio will differ 

from the present one in the absence of nee? investments. Thus 

Solomon*s cost of capital is really the earnings-price ratio, 

whose acceptance will lead to the maximization of earnings per 

share and average return on investment. 

1 
■"Ezra Solomon, "Measuring a Company’s Cost of Capital," Journal 
of Business (October 1955) pp, 240-252, 

^Ibid*, p, 244. 
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XX.5. Hie Lending Rate and the Borrowing Rate 

1 2 
11, Roberts, In imitation of F, and V. Luts, makes a 

distinction between two different concepts of the cost of 

capital. The first is the “borrowing rate,” the i*ate a partic¬ 

ular firm actually has to pay for the funds it acquires, The 

rate is dependent upon the risk and other special circumstances 

of the firm, usually varies with the amount acquired, and 

constitutes the actual cost of capital to the firm. Hie second 

rate is the “lending rate.” This is an opportunity cost con¬ 

cept, the rate one could earn by investing in the market in a 

similar firm in similar circumstances. This rate is independent 

of the acts of the firm under consideration. 

According to Roberts the cost of capital to the firm must 

always be the last one if the value of the stockholders1 capital 

(defined as the net present value of future cash streams) is to 

be maximised, since the lending rate represents the sacrifice 

the firm makes by investing in its cum plant. All the projects 

promising a return higher than the lending will be accepted 

and projects with a return lower than this rate will be rejected 

since the firm could then better invest its money in the market, 

^Harry V. Roberts, “Current Problems in the Economics of Capital 
Budgeting,” Journal of Business, (January 1957) pp. 12-16. 

“huts and huts, o£, cit., p. 22. See also Hirshleifer, og>, cit. 
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If the availability of funds is not restricted and if 

the lending rate is above the borrowing rate, this policy will 

indeed maximize profits and stock value. If the borrowing 

rate and the lending rate are independent of the amount borrowed 

by the firm the maximum is even infinite since by borrowing 

at the (low) borrowing rate and lending at the (high) lending 

rate profits increase indefinitely. To exhaust all potential 

profit possibilities it is thus necessary for the firm to invest 

in its own programs as long as the marginal return exceeds the 

lending rate and to borrow and lend again outside as long as 

the return (lending rate) exceeds the borrowing rate. This 

behavior is not often observed in actuality however; firms are 

hesitant in investing outside their own business. 

If the borrowing rate exceeds the lending rate, the most 

obvious occurrence, Roberts' rule fails to maximize either 

profits or stock value. The policy of accepting all proposals 

with a return higher than the lending rate will result in 

accepting some proposals with a return lower than the borrowing 

rate. If the money is available investing in the firm is still 

better than not investing or investing outside, but it certainly 

does not pay to acquire additional money at the (high) borrowing 

rate and then invest it at returns lower than this rate. Those 

projects would mean losses and borrowing money for them is not 

justified. They should be rejected. Only for available retained 
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earnings the lending rate is still to be considered as the 

cost of capital and the above policy will minimise losses for 

this category. 

Instead of a general rule for investing and financings 

taking the lending rate as the cut-off point below which no 

funds will be invested but above which every investment will 

be accepted can be best considered,as a criterion for a reten¬ 

tion policy pursuing the best interests of the stockholders. 

It is not applicable to a bond financing for instance and will 

not always maximise profits or stock values. 
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II.6. The Required Rate of Profit 

1 2 
In an article written with E. Shapiro and in his book 

M. J. Gordon proposed as cost of capital the "required rate of 

profits" k. In his basic model with no debt and no new stock 

issues the problem is to determine the optimal retention rate 

that is, the retention rate which will maximize stock 

values. Under the assumption that a corporation earns a 

constant per cent on its book value and retains a constant 

fraction e of its earnings it follows from the stock valuation 

theory accepted that k equals the dividend-price ratio ot plus 

a growth factor equal to ®»Tr
A* 

The valuation theory proposed is that the value of a share 

is equal to the discounted present value of the future, steadily 

increasing, dividend stream, discounted at k. Using the pre¬ 

viously employed notation: 

% * ,0o0(1 * Vs> 
rrA.e.t 

,wts “ “oa*1 + “—) 

“* -e £8 08 (2.7) 

^Myron J. Gordon and Eli Shapiro, "Capital Equipment Analysis: 
the Required Rate of Profit," Management Science (October 1956) 
pp. 102-110. 

2 
Myron J. Gordon, The Investment. Financing and Valuation of 
the Corporation. (Homewood, Illinois: R. D. Irwin, 1962). 
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Rts “'"ts*1"®5 “ !0ose <l“e> (2 • S) 

pos “ / Rts e’ktdt ” r 
o o 

- » (1-e) f e-t<k-TTA*e>dt (2.9) 
OS * o 

Assuming the price of a share to be finite k> « ,sl 

A 
and integration gives: 

os 
os k-rr..® * 

a 
(2.10) 

from which it follows that the required rate of profit 

R* 
* 03 
k * r— + ft..® ® <t + n.,G 

r A A 
08 

(2.11) 

Assuming w k and <« to be independent of e and setting 

the derivative of P „ with respect to e equal to zero results in 
Qo 

m 
os 

(k-«A.®)
2 

(vA*fc) 0 (2.12) 

Hence for n ^ > k price P increases if ® increases but for 

" A < k P decreases if e increases. The second derivative 

which needs to be negative for a maximum disappears for tr ^ « k 

so it is not correct to say that P is maximised for rr^ » k. 

1 
See David Durand, "Growth Stocks and the St. Petersburg 

Paradox." Journal of Finance (September 1957), pp. 348-363. 
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Economically the conclusion is that a corporation should retain 

all of its income or liquidate depending on whether < k. 

As Gordon explains this result stems from the assumed inde¬ 

pendence of rt^ and ®. A Priori more realistic is to write 

as a downward sloping function of ®, But if this is done 

maximum share prices require g > k. This can be seen by 

introducing the equation « e^-Cg* e (e^ and Cg are con¬ 

stants) as a constraint to the maximisation problem as done by 

1 
larner and Carleton in a recent article or simply by differ¬ 

entiating P with respect to e from eq. (2.10) and assuming 

1?^ and e to be related. Following this last way results in 

*>e. 

{« os 

A 

dn. 
frr^- k'+ ] = 0 

Thus trA « k - e(l-e) 
fjft 
ds (2.13) 

dt? 
Since <0, > k. 

2 
At the same time9 as sliotvn by D. Vickers the marginal 

'■<*( V «) 
rate of return ^ , if defined as —will be smaller than 

1   
E. M. Lerner and W. T, Carleton9 "The Integration of Capital 
Budgeting and Stock Valuation," The American Economic Review, 
(September 1964) pp* 683-703. 

2 
D. Vickers, "Profitability and Reinvestment Bates: A Bote on 
the Gordon Paradox," Journal of Business (July 1966), pp. 366-370. 
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k at the point where the stockholders* wealth (stock-price) 

Is maximum in the sense that the present value of the future 

stream of dividends resulting from the investment of a marginal 

unit of funds just equals that unit of funds* 

The importance of this in the present context is that if 

income is growing at a constant growth rate as indicated aid if 

the stock prices are a function of dividends in the way assumed 

above, a firm trying to maximise stock prices should not invest 

to the point where the average return equals k but should stop 

short of that Investment volume so that in the maximum 

actually exceeds k. 

In the model used above with no debt and no stock issues, 

no out-of-pocket cost is attached to retained earnings. If 

the manager is totally indifferent to the Interests of the stock¬ 

holders he can increase total cash profits earned inside the firm 

by retaining profits and investing these as long as the marginal 

return exceeds aero* Of course, this is neglecting the possibil¬ 

ity of investing outside the firm in the stock market where the 

firm could make at least the return k* Maximum profits, includ¬ 

ing outside investments will thus be when marginal return equals 

k. Under the assumptions of the present section this point of 

maximum short run profits will not coincide with maximum stock 

prices, 
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II.7. Some Rules of Thumb 

In actual business practice some rules of thumb-criteria 

for choice, not based upon an explicit theory and not proven 

to be successful in reaching the objective, but simple to 

apply and hence appealing to the businessman--have developed 

as guides to the determination of the investment budget. Some 

of these can be considered approximations to optimality rules 

and are intended to maximise profits, market values or average 

return on investment. 

A rule of this type is to accept all investments expected 

to bring A return higher than the current average return on 

book value.'*' The policy will result in increasing average 

return on book value during the years. It was probably intended 

to be a rule for maximising average return on investment but 

since actual value of investment is open to interpretation book 

value is used as an approximation. Because of "built-in” con¬ 

servatism and liberalism in determining book values average 

return to book value is usually different from average return to 

investment measured at market prices. Using current average return 

to book values as cut off point will mostly lead to a different 

i 
Harold Bierman, Jr. and Seymour Smidt, The Capital Budgeting 
Decision, (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1960) p. 21. 
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investment volume than corresponds to maximum profits—or 

maximum market price investment. 

Other rules of thumb reflect quite different goals. Although 

the use of a "minimum pay-out period" may be considered a 

2 
rough approximation to profit maximisation, it is more probable 

that this rule, is followed .to protect against, risks.by insisting 

% 
on a large liquidity position for the firm. 

Other examples are the "rules" of never borrowing at all, 

limiting investment to retained earnings or paying constant 

dividends. These reflect the wish to avoid interference in 

company policy and practice from stockholders and outsiders. 

These objectives will be more fully investigated in the next 

chapter. 

1 
About the use of die "pay back period" see Istvan, op. cit. 
pp. 87-94, 

2 
‘'Myron J. Gordon, "The Payoff Period and the Rate of Profit," 
Journal of Business (October 1955), pp. 253-261. 

^Joel Dean, Capital Budgeting, (Hew Yorks Columbia University 
Press, 1951) pt 24, 
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II. 8 A Look Ahead 

This chapter has reviewed some recent capital budgeting 

models and rules proposed in literature and followed in business 

practice. At the same time some light is thrown on the cost 

of capital controversy. It has been shown that the different 

conceptions of the cost of capital reflect different goals in 

the area of investment. Although additional assumptions 

made for each model (like the valuation theory accepted) have 

to be considered also,the following rough conclusions can be 

drawn. 

Using the dividend-price ratio as cut-off point for invest¬ 

ment reflects the goal of maximizing total profits after divi¬ 

dend payments. Using the earnings-price ratio reflects maxi¬ 

mizing average returns. In the case of one special valuation 

theory the last ratio is also proposed as the cost of capital 

consistent with the objective of maximizing market value of 

common stock. 

Applying always the lending rate will only under limited 

conditions maximize profits for the firm and is mainly meant to 

be a guide for retention policy. The required rate of profit 

will under the assumptions of the growth model proposed determine 

the investment rate that maximizes stock prices but only if the 

rate of return is independent of the amount invested. If this 
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last condition is dropped the point of maximum market value 

will not be reached if the required rate of profit is used 

as cut-off rate. 

The rules of thumb included in the analysis appeared to 

have the aim of respectively maximizing return on book value, 

preserving a high liquidity and keeping control over the 

corporation. 

Although most implied goals can be considered variants 

on the profit maximization objective it is important to note 

that the difference of opinion exists and that even minor 

variations in the selection of the objective can lead to quite 

varied investment behavior. 

In the next chapter four other managerial objectives will 

be discussed and introduced into formal investment models. For 

each model optimality conditions will be derived and invest¬ 

ment equations will be constructed. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE DETERMINATION OF TOTAL INVESTMENT VOLUME 

UNDER ASSUMPTIONS OF CONSTRAINED PROFIT MAXIMIZING 

AND NON-PROFIT MAXIMIZING BEHAVIOR 

The aim of this chapter is to analyze the consequences of 

introducing various non-profit maximising objectives in the 

theory of investment. The question asked is: "What are the 

determinants of investment when the decision maker* s goal is 

different from or includes more than the maximization of the 

total volume of profits?" The purpose is not to construct 

new goals or to argue for the plausibility of some hitherto 

undiscovered special behavior. The primary interest is the 

theory of investment* specifically what it appears to be when 

the decision maker*s aim is to maximise profits and what it is 

if he has other goals* 

Most of the goals assumed here have been introduced in 

general economic theory one way or another and arguments for 

their plausibility can be found in the literature. It is not 

claimed here that the behavior actually assumed is the behavior 

predominantly observed or that the objectives assumed include 

all goals possible. Obviously, only testing can validate the 

former and it would be very foolish indeed to claim the latter. 

The aim here is limited; analyzing the investment decision 
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following from some a priori plausible assumptions as to what 

the managers in the area of investment might want. 

Most traditional investment models such as the ones 

discussed in Chapter X and XX, start with a given relation, 

(called the internal rate of return function), between invest* 

ment expenditures and net return (profit before deduction of 

capital costs)* Then, assuming profit maximization to be the 

sole objective, it can be shown the optimal amount of invest* 

ment expenditure lies where the marginal rate of return equals 

the marginal cost of capital used to finance investment. 

Because of this direct relation between investment and 

net return, variables like product prices, production rates, 

production costs, etc*, do not appear explicitly in the analysis. 

This makes the traditional approach rather unsuited for intro¬ 

ducing other goals than profit maximization, since alternative 

entrepreneurial objectives, e*g, maximization of total jrevepuss, 

preference for certain expense classes like management salaries, 

expense accounts and staff, etc., require the explicit intro* 

duetion of revenues and costs of all types. 

A more fundamental objection can also be made against the 

"classical1' approach* Investment in its proper meaning is a 

rate, the amount of funds invested per time period. Net return 

is basically a function of the total amount of capital invested— 

a stock variable—and not of the yearly additions to it in the 
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1 
form of investment. Hence the point where marginal return 

equals the marginal cost of capital determines the optimal 

stock of capitals not the optimal flow of investment expendi¬ 

tures* Only by adding explicit assumptions about the relation 

between optimal capital stock and the time flow of additions 

2 
to actual stock is it possible to derive an investment equations 

Mother investment model, not containing the above 

3 
mentioned flaws, was recently published by F. Hammer, Hammer 

introduced a so-called "wealth-model"; variables like product 

prices and product costs are explicitly introduced and directly 

related to the firm*s stock of assets and liabilities. Working 

with profit maximisation as the end towards which the invest¬ 

ment behavior is directed, the optimality procedure results in 

an optimal stock of assets. Desired investment is thus the 

1 
..Abba P, Lerner, "On the Marginal Product of Capital and the 
Marginal Efficiency of Investment," Journal of Political Economy 
?. LXX (February 1953) pp. 1-14. 

2 
Notable exceptions can be found in the econometrical literature 
as early as 1939 in J. Tinbergen, "A Method and Its Application 
to Investment Activity," in Statistical Testing of Business 
Cycle Theories I* (Geneva; League of Nations 1939) and as recent 
as 1965 in Dale W, Jorgenson, "Anticipations and Investment 
Behavior," The Brookings Quarterly Econometric Model of the 
United States* Ed. J. S, Buesenberry, G* Fromm, L.R, Klein and 
E. Ruh. (Amsterdam; North Holland Publishing Company, 1965) 
pp, 36-93* 
3 
Fredrick S, Hammer, The Demand for Physical Capital; Application 
of a Wealth Model (Ford Foundation Doctoral Dissertation Series 
Winner) (Englewood Cliffs; Prentice-Hall, Inc, 1963), 
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difference between optimal and actual stock of assets (assets 

conveniently equalised with capital). Using the heuristic 

that actual investment will be a linear function of desired 

investment an investment equation can be constructed. 

Following is the development of a modified and generalised 

version of this wealth-model. The 1TasBet-model9
,t as the gener¬ 

alised version will be called, will be used to introduce vari¬ 

ations on the profit maximisation and non-profit maximisation 

goals in the theory of Investment of the firm. 
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III.l. The Basic Model 

III, 1.1. The Wealth Model 

In the wealth-model the firm is considered having a port- 
1 

folio of stocks of assets and stocks of liabilities. In 

Hammer * s notation: a is the stock of assets and 1 the stock 

of liabilities. The analysis is static and long-run. As a 

result a liability unit may be regarded as a consol. Thus the 

prices of a and 1, respectively PQ and equal the capitalized 

value of the income stream generated by the units: 

pl* 
s. 
n and « ra P £3 —— 

a Pa 

where r and r- represent the nominal yield measured in dollars 
Si JL 

per unit per time and p and p, stand for the true yield, 
CL x 

measured in dollars per dollar per time. P& and P^ are assumed 

constant. 

Wealth or net worth of the firm is assumed constant. Thus 

P .a « P-.l « «) is constant = P .a -P, .1 a 1 a o 1 o 

Unlimited availability of inputs, constant coefficients 

and constant returns to scale are assumed. Under these con¬ 

ditions production can be written as; 

Q ** 0*2 “ constant) 

^Ibid., pp. 27-36 and 43-47. 
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and production cost as: 

Cc = k^.kg.a (k^ = constant) 

Output price is P^ = P^(Q) 

Debt costs are C « r^,l 

Nominal rate of return on assets is profits before debt costs 

divided by assets, thus: 

Pj(Q)»^o»a - LLa 
ra   : —   Pd(Q)-k2 - 

klk2 

Total profits are: r .a - r-.l. 
cl J. 

Maximum profits under the assumed condition that net worth is 

constant are derived by using the Lagrangian Multiplier 

Technique: 

Max L - ra.a - ^.1-X^Ca^a) - P^l^l)] 

The first order equilibrium conditions are: 

SL 
T* “ r 9a a 

+ ar1 
a 

0 

31 rl + lrl “ XP1 0 

-|= Pa(ao-a) - ^(lo-1) = 0 

From these conditions the following equilibrium requirement 
* 

results: 
r +r‘.a rT+l.ri 

« & cl 1 X 
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And solving the conditions for the optimal stock of assets a* 

results in 

to 
a*= p + 9{Pa-

Pi> 

where 9^ «= => 9^P| 

Adding the assumptions that the amount of depreciation in 

period t is proportional to the actual stock of capital at the 

beginning of the period and that in period t only a fraction of 

desired investment (= the difference between the optimal stock 

and the actual stock of assets) is to be completed, an invest¬ 

ment equation of the following form results: 

h m + 3
<Pifr)t * V(i-d)Ke, 

where is the real value of net worth 

Pg is the expected long-run return on capital 

r is the ttue rate of interest 

K is the actual stock of capital at the start of period t 
iff 

This wealth-model has a number of deficiencies which will 

be analyzed in the next section# 
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III. 1.2 The Wealth Constraint Reconsidered 

Net worth of the firm is assumed constant in the ’’wealth" 

model. The only reason given is a reference to the static 

framework of the analysis but it is certainly not clear why 

a static analysis dictates a constant net worth. 

The belief is widely held'*' that firms do want to maximise 

profits but are constrained in doing so by external or self- 

imposed constraints; the first are predominantly of a legal, 

social or institutional nature, and the second mostly moral, 

habitual or psychological. The character of the constraints 

depends also on the length of the time period considered. In 

the short run they are mainly of a technical nature like bottle 

necks in production and in the availability of inputs. In the 

long run the constraints concern more the financial structure 

of the organization. Schematically speaking there are three 

categories of financial constraintsi those concerning the owners 

capital, those concerning liabilities, and those concerning both. 

In the analysis of investment—typically a long run decision- 

consideration should be given to the influence of these financial 

constraints. An investment model which assumes net worth to be 

For a general discussion of financial and other behavioral con¬ 
straints see H.G. Werkema, Profit and Related Objectives in 
the Theory of the Firm. (Unpublished Ph.D, Dissertation, Rice 
University, October 1962) pp* 122 a.f. 
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constant is thus Justifiable* but nevertheless special and 

limited; Constant net worth means that no stock issues are 

allowed and no earnings may be retained. It seems paradoxical 

in a model where maximum profits are assumed to rule out any 

additions to the ownersf new worth beforehand. 

To be sure* managers sometimes deliberately avoid floating 

stock and stockholders often protest any plan to retain part or 

all of the profits. Especially smaller firms—even if they use 

the incorporated form—do not use stock flotation as a regular 

source for financing investments. The funds, originally brought 

in by the owners are in the form of stocks but issuing more 

stocks is not considered at all. There may be various reasons 

behind this behavior. First there are institutional regulations: 

certain minimum amounts are necessary for a stock issue to be 

accepted by the regulations of the stock market. Also the firm 

has to have a certain sise and the issue has to exceed certain 

minimum bounds to succeed in the market. Second the constraint 

may be self-imposed. Floating stock means introducing new 

owners, if not de facto, then at least de Jura. Many times 

existing owners and management do not want interference from 

new members in the firm’s policy and decisions. Thus the amount 

of stocks is kept constant. Third it is often believed that the 

uncertainty inherently connected with investment does not warrant 
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a permanent and irrevocable measure like a stock issue. 

Thus it seems worthwhile to investigate the consequences 

of this special behavior for the theory of investment but only 

as one special case. Other financial constraints that limit 

profit maximizing as a goal as well as non-profit maximising 

objectives should also be integrated in the theory of invest¬ 

ment and for that purpose the wealth-model, being specially 

geared to constant net worth and allowing only one source to 

finance investment, is too limited. 

However as demonstrated in the next section this wealth- 

model can be modified and generalised to accept equity and in 

principle any other source of financing. This generalised stock 

model can then be used to introduce other constrained profit 

maximising goals as well as non-profit maximising goals in the 

formal theory of investment of the firm. It appears then that 

the wealth-model is itself a special case of this generalised 

asset-model. 
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III.2. A More General Asset-Model 

This asset-model works with the variables found in the 

balance sheet of the firm. The left side of a standard balance 

lists assets: cash and securities, accounts receivable, in¬ 

ventories outside investments} equipment and buildings. The 

right side of the T-account shows how the assets on the left 

side are financed; stocks, —common and preferred—, retained 

profits, bonds, bank credit, accounts payable and other liabil¬ 

ities. Schematically speaking it can be said that the left side 

total shows tiie value of the £irm*s assets (and these are for 

the majority to be considered capital goods) and the right side 

lists the sum of the values of the stock of liabilities aid the 

stock of equity capital. These stocks are measured in standard 

units on real terms* In symbols: 

is the stock of assets 

Kg is the stock of equity 

is the stock of liabilities. 

These can be bought and sold in the capital market at prices of 

PA’ PE and Pg respectively. Since every asset has to be financed 
one way or another a basic constraint for each firm is that 

PAXA " PA + % <3-U 

This constraint reflects the accounting convention that the 

left side total of any balance sheet always equals the right 
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side total. 

The effective yield (cost rate) is related to the prices 

P^ by the nominal yield (cost rate) p^3 in the following way: 

For enable in ete case of stocks, ?E is the mrket price, p£ 

is the dividend per share and rr^ is the return as a percentage. 

If in the analysis is taken to be constant this means that 

stocks can be floated at constant value. 

Since the analysis is micro and long run It is acceptable 

to assume unlimited availability of inputs especially labor and 

constant coefficients. Those conditions make that the rate of 

production Q can be written as a function of the stock of 

capital only: 

If in addition constant returns to scale are assumed the produc¬ 

tion function is linear: 

where a is a constant. 

Long run unit production cost will then be constant too* 

Hence total production costs are proportional to output and 

to the stock of capital: 

P± 
tr a for 1 « A*LSE 
1 Fi 

(3.2) 

Q - QC\) (3.3) 

(3.4) 

KQ « b.Q « b.a.X^ (3.5) 
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where b is a constant* 

The average revenue of output is assumed to be a function 

of the rate of production: 

P « P<Q) « P<aXA) (3.6) 

Total financial costs are the sum of debt cost and equity costs: 

Hp - PgXg + PL\ (3,i) 

where the latter can be considered either as an ’‘opportunity 

cost” or as a “normal” return to capital in the form of dividends. 

Profits are: P(Q) *a»X^ 
m &MA * PgKg - p-lLj^ (3,8) 

or since pA equals per definition profits before financing 

costs divided by assets or 

PA 83 

P(Q).a.2CA * abSA 

2L » P(Q).a * ab5 (3,9) 

profits can also be written as: 

m ** PAXA " PEKE " PA‘ 
(3.10) 



III.3. Profit Maximizing and the Asset-Model 

III.3.1. Unconstrained Profit Maximizing 

43 

It will be instructive and will facilitate later compari¬ 

sons if the traditional profit maximizing postulate is applied 

to the generalized model developed above. The traditional 

profit model does not recognize any behavioral constraints. 

Of course, the basic financing identity (3.1) must be included 

to assure that any asset acquired is also financed. Thus an 

increase in assets must be accompanied by a corresponding 

increase in liabilities or equity capital. As long as (3.1) 

is satisfied the firm can freely manipulate X^, X^ and X^ in 

any direction and independent of each other. Hence maximising 

profits implies maximising equation (3.8) or (3.10) subject to 

equation (3.1). This can be done using the Lagrangian multiplier 

technique: 

“X L ■ ?<«.a.XA - abXA - PLXL - - xl *&*&-*& 3 

Assuming the second order conditions for a maximum to be 

satisfied, the optimum is determined by setting the partial 

derivatives of L with respect to the decision variables XA> 5L. 

and and with respect to 1 equal to zero. This produces the 

following system of four equations in four unknowns: 

jpgr* ™ P(Q).a + a.X^. 
A ^ 

a ab -X .PA « 0 A 
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" PL 
+
 hpl ~ x \ “ 0 

5L 
^Xg " PS + XEPE “ X PE *■ ° (3.11) 

aL 
dX P

A
X
A - W - PA ■ °* 

When, and pg are assumed to be functions of and Xg 

respectively, such that p£ and pi, are > 0. 

From equation (3.11) it follows that the optimal solution 

is characterized by the situation that: 

a.P((j)-awAA _ p^^. 
X « 

kE 

Since p^ « a.P(Q) ~ ab (3.9) and thus 

expression (3.12) can also be written as: 

dp 

d}£ 
A 

A 

(3.12) 

2 d(P(Q*D 
1 * dQ 

P&l* A A 

'A 

PlM^L PE^E 
mm   i t n Mwimifiwumo CS «******Mli«»*!»"*i*'*«»» 

P* Pw 

(3*13) 

Thus the profit marimiser will shift his portfolio of assets, 

liabilities and equity in such a way that the net marginal 

return on assets divided by the price of assets equals the 

marginal cost of liability capital over the price of liabilities 

equals the marginal return Co equity over the price of equity. 

This is analogous to the "marginal return on capital equals the 
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marginal cost of capital” criterion of the conventional invest- 

1 
ment model in flow terms. 

Solving equation (3.10) for X^ will give the optimal stock 

of assets (~ capital) XJk This proceeds as follows * Solve 

the second equation of (3.10) for X^ and the third for Xg. 

Substitute the resulting expressions for X^ and Xg which both 

contain 1 in the last equation. Solve this one for X and 

put the resulting expression for X in the first equation, 

then solve for X^. This gives (see Appendix A.l): 

_ PA*PE*PL,PE * PA*PL,PE*PL “ PEPA,pL * PL*PA*PL At ~  5T" 0     (3.14) 

*z« 
+
 VE-PA - 

v&« 
In the optimisation procedure X^s X^ and Xg are the 

decision variables% they can be varied at will by the manager 

of the firm. The nominal rates p^, and p^ are related to 

the effective yield ff ^ and 11 g by the unit prices P^9 

and Pg, One of the three variables p,9 or can be defined 

as constant to the firm. Changes in the X^ will then be reflected 

in the other two* In the following the 7?. are taken as constant. 

Moreover the units of measurement are defined so that PA«P . 

By substituting this in (3.14) and writing ^.P^ for p.^ for 

i A,L,E in (3,2) the following result is gotten. 

See Chapter I, 
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X
A“ 

"i*V 
"E-I- 

rt*+ <.",.11* - Tf.."'.n4 
E L A L • n.«n:, A L 

X* a 
A 

"[■"E + ”r\ • 

"A("i + ni> • "£-"i 

Lst 
+- ”h-*i 

be defined c>, and 

(3.15) 

**< 
let       be defined cl, 

nk<"l+ ”k> ■ "ri, 

Then c| and Cg > 0 because rt^ , ni, > 0 end 0. 

Equation (3*15) can then be simplified to 

X
A “ CI( VV + °!<V ’i?» <3 • 16> 

where the c’s are assumed to be constant. 

Thus it can be concluded that the optimal amount of assets 

(capital) is positively related to the difference between the 

rate of return on capital and the cost of financing in case 

the interest rate on liabilities and the “normal" return to 

equity. 

With the help of two additional assumptions a micro 
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assumption is that net investment in a certain period (B£) 

is proportional to the difference between the optimal stock 

of capital at the beginning of the period (Xj*c, given by 

eq. (3.16)) and the actual stock of capital at the same moment 

<\t). Thus it is assumed that 

In (3.17) c| is a constant for a given firm, representing the 

speed with which the firm reacts to a profitable investment 

and actual investment equals desired investment (the difference 

between the optimal and the actual stock of capital). There 

is no lag in that case. On the other hand if ej ® 0 there is 

no investment at all. 

The second assumption is that replacement investment 

contemplated during the period is proportional to the actual 

stock of capital at the beginning of the period* let be 

replacement investment in period t, then it is assumed 

In (3.18) is a constant, in size inversely related to the 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

1 
See Jorgenson, OP. clt>* pp. 47*53 for empirical and theoretical 
justification of these assumptions. 
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economic life of the actual capital stock, 0 < < 1. If 

c| « 0 no capital is replaced; if c| ~ 1 all capital is 

replaced during the period. 

Gross investment during a period (B*) the sum of net 

investment and replacement investment is then equal to (3.17) 

plus (3.18) or, 

% B. + Ie °3tcl<VV + C2<V’,I,>J *t03 

or by redefining the constants in the following way; 

cla cl*c3 0 

c2 a c2*c3 * ® 

o3 - C
3WC4 51 0 if the reaction speed is 

sufficiently large and the 

economic life of the capital stock 

1 is sufficiently long, 

K " cl^A" V + - c#At (3.19) 

Using (3,7) and (3,2) an alternative form for (3.19) is 

t ~1 ~ c3'SAt 

(3»191) 

1 Of course only statistical testing can give the actual sign of 
Cg for a macro"investment equation of this type. 
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For the firm whose only goal is the maximization of total 

profits gross investment during a period is positively related 

to the rate of return on capital, negatively to the cost of 

financing capital (interest: rate and dividend rate) and 

negatively or positively to the actual stock of capital at the 

beginning of the period, depending on whether the "net invest¬ 

ment effect” (negative) or the "replacement investment effect” 

is strongest. That the “net investment effect” is negative may 

seem hard to believe at a first glance. But it becomes reason¬ 

able if one realizes that investment is a rate dependent on the 

actual stock. The larger the actual stock in relation to the 

optimal stock, the less addition to actual stock in the form of 

i 
investment is needed.** 

Comparing eq, (3*19) with Hammer*s model it can be seen 

Chat the latter is actually a special case of the general asset- 

model, arrived at by eliminating equity financing 0) from 

eq. (3,1). In the next sections other alternatives will be 

successively substituted in the asset-model and equilibrium 

conditions and investment equations will be derived for each case. 

T  
It will be recalled that the ’’accelerator” theory of investment 
and the ’’profit” theory of investment also have investment nega¬ 
tively depending on the stock of capital at hand. See H.B, 
Chenery, ’’Overcapacity and the Acceleration Principle,” 
Econometrics XX (1952) pp, 1-28 and J.S. Duesenberry, Business 
Cycles and Economic growth. (Hew York: McGraw-Hill, 1958) . 
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III.3.2 A Constraint on Liabilities 

It is not uncommon for some firms to exclude in their 

investment plans all external financing such as bonds, mortgages, 

bank credit, etc. The motive may be a general aversion against 

indebtedness or it may be that the outlook for the next invest¬ 

ment planning period is such that the increase in risk caused 

by increasing liabilities is felt to be unjustified. The 

adversion against debt is apparent in statements that "the 

corporation’s policy is to finance all expansions internally" 

and similar expressions. 

By using debt in the financial structure a firm can profit 

from the phenomenon of "trading on the equity," or equivalently 

"leverage" or "gearing." This is the effect that if the return 

on capital exceeds the interest rate the firm has to pay on its 

liabilities, the net return to the owners equity capital will 

be increased proportional to the debt/equity ratio with the 

difference. If the net return to the owners equity capital 

(net profit as percentage of new worth) is then 

UJ sa 

E PA + (pA-pL> Y p 
E E 

(3.20) 

This is a double edged sword however; if the return on capital 

"See e.g. Heller, op. cit., p. 98. Also Spencer and Siegelman, 

op. cit., p, 401 and bibliography listed. 
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falls below the interest rate on liabilities, net return to 

equity will be proportionally lower. Thus leverage may increase 

profits; it also increases the possibility of losses. In addi¬ 

tion debt brings with it the burdens of fixed yearly interest 

charges, fixed repayments at fixed dates plus priority in case 

of -bankruptcy or liquidation. Hence only firms with a rather 

ccK><:ant and large enough income to be able to pay the fixed 

charges even in unfavorable years, can consider taking on a 

large amount of debt. Financing with debt, especially long 

term debt, therefore involves an increase in financial risk. 

Another argument against going into debt apart from the 

extra risk involved is the resistance many firms show against 

"outsiders” in the firm. In most cases no large amount of 

funds can be raised without giving detailed information, 

sufficient collateral and often a voice in company policy to 

the prospective lenders. Firms resent this and their fears for 

interference also tend to cause an aversion to indebtedness. 

Of course, instead of a self-imposed behavioral constraint, 

the absolute bounds on borrowing may result from capital market 

imperfections. 

This aversion may show in the wish not to use any debt at 

all, in the wish to use only a fixed maximum amount or in the 

policy to keep a certain maximum ratio between debt and equity 
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capital in the financial structure. The consequences of these 

financial constraints for investment behavior will be analyzed 

below, the first two in this and the last in the next sub- 

chapter.^- 

A Maximum Bound on Liabilities 

This case is very similar to the previous one in its 

development. The objective is to maximize total profits: 

^A*^A * 
P
L^L " 

P
BFE 8uWect to t^3e constraint: < 0 

where U is the given amount of liabilities, not to be exceeded. 

If the constraint is not binding, the case degenerates into 

unconstrained profit maximization treated before. However for 

the most of the time the return on capital exceeds the 

interest cost of liabilities p^« Thus it will be profitable 

for the firm to use the principle of trading on the equity to 

the maximum extent admitted by the constraint. Thus the con¬ 

straint can usually be written in equality form: 

PA “ (3.21) 

The interest cost of using liabilities PjX^ will be constant, 

hence irrelevant for the maximisation procedure. 

Combining eq. (3.1) and (3.21) the constraint can be written: 

P
A'VE-® <

3
-
22

> 

Hterkema, op. cifc., p« 122. 
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Setting the problem up as a Lagrangian 

■“ L “ i>AXA ' PEXE ' U PA-W®> <3'23> 

Again assuming the second order conditions for a maximum 

to be satisfied, the optimum is determined by setting the first 

partial derivatives of L with respect to X^, X^ and X equal 

is constant X^ ceases to be a decision 

variable), Hence 

|k.« |k. * £!t » o* 
axA sXg a\ 

In matrix form: 

to aero. (Since P~X_ 

CxA. **(*f*A* -%» §) (3,24) 

The equilibrium condition for the firm in this case can be 

derived from (3.24) and expressed as: 

X 
PA^'

X
A PE+P^E 

(3.2S) 

Thus the equilibrium position of the firm that maximizes profits 

while keeping the amount of debt in the financial structure 

constant will be reached when the ratio of marginal return to 

capital over the price of capital equals the ratio of marginal 

return to equity over the price of equity. Proportionality of 
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rate of return to capital with the interest cost on liabilities 

(as in the unconstrained case eq. (3.13)) will no longer exist 

if the constraint is satisfied as an equality, as in (3.21). 

The Lagrangian multiplier X can be given an economic 

interpretation, 

V1* "A 

<PA)tC!A ~ <PE
!'P^VdXE 

^A^A " PEdXE 

dm 
dU * 

(3.26) 

where do is the total differential of profits (eq, (3.8)) 

and dll is the total differential of eq. (3,22). If X « 0, 

the constraint is not binding. This could be the case for 

instance if credit is so expensive in relation to other sources 

of finance that the absolute profit maximum x^ould require the 

application of less credit than the maximum amount the firm is 

willing to accept. Thus the constraint is redundant and the 

case degenerates into the previous unconstrained one* On the 

other hand if X > 0 the constraint is binding and the firm is 

prevented from reaching the profit maximum. In this way X 9 

representing the marginal profit of a prospective increase in 

liabilities, functions as the "shadow price" of debt in the 
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financial structure and as such gives important information 

about the price the firm has to pay in profits foregone 

for its aversion of indebtedness, 

Solving eq. (3.24) for (in the same way as done for 

eq. (3.10)) results in the following equation for the optimal 

scock of capital X*: 

«r»t> 
X? 
A 

(3.27) 

where g| and g| are positive constants. 

Using as before assumptions (3,17) and (3.18) the equation 

for gross investment becomes: 

»t + Ft “ °3 E Si<VV + s2 -] - [ =3"c|] XAt 

or by redefining 

glS sI*c3S 0 

g
2
s §2*c3 S 0 » 

Bt * M’W + S2 jf " C3*A£ 
(3.28) 

or 
% gif 

wlt 

TT + g
: 

U 

2]| * c3XAt 
(3.28*) 

Thus gross investment during any period is a positive func¬ 

tion of the difference between the rate of return on capital and 

the "normal” rate required by the stock market on equity capital 
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and a negative or positive function of the actual stock of 

capital at the beginning of the period, depending on whether 

the "net" effect or the "replacement” effect is strongest. 

So far the conclusion is parallel to the one derived for the 

unconstrained profit maximizing case. In contrast with the 

latter gross investment in the former case is also a positive 

function of the real value of the given stock of liabilities 

while the interest on liabilities is no longer a determining 

factor. 

Ho Liabilities in the Financial Structure 

A special case of the previous one is a maximum bound on 

liabilities equal to zero. Ho liabilities are allowed at all 

in the financing of investment. Because the maximum allowed is 

none at all, one would expect the real value of debt, a deter¬ 

minant of investment behavior in the preceding case to disappear 

from the investment equation. That this is true can be seen 

from the development of the basic model under the condition that: 

VL-° 
Substituting this in (3.1) results in: 

XA‘PA " VPE (3.29) 

Thus all capital has to be financed inside, with the owners* 

funds. The only way of financing is with stocks and retained 
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earnings. (These two can, in the simple model used so far, 

with no discriminatory tarc effects, no irrational stoclcliolders 

behavior and no underwriting and - flotation expenses , considered 

to be identical, having the same cost and benefit for the firm.) 

Setting up the Lagrangian and deriving the maximum: 

Has L « XA*PA - Xgpg - XfXA*pA “ XE#PE3 

•*sr* = p. + p!.2£. ** *i?A “ 0 
<X. A 1A A A A 

+ >PE " 0 
E 

IT - X
A-PE - VPE “ 0 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

The equilibrium condition can again be expressed as; 

, PA+P1-XA 
PA PE 

and is thus a general condition for profit maximization with a 

constraint on borrowing. 

Solving (3.31) for %A gives (see Appendix A.2); 

XA ~ hl< VV (3*32) 

Applying eq, (3.17) and (3.18) as before and redefining 

hj « h£.c| results in the following equation for gross invest¬ 

ment ; 
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B> = Bt H- Fc = c>th*(nA-«E)] - to|-c^]XA|; 

" WV * C3*At <3'33> 

or, 

B’ aL Xffifijtofe). , rr m c x (3.33*) t 1 ft E 3 At v • 

Comparison with (3.28) and (3.28*) shows the determinant 
S3 

^ of (3.28) does not appear in (3.33) as was to be expected. 

Hence investment is only determined by the return on capital, 

the market return to equity and the initial stock of capital. 
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111,3.3, A Constraint oa Leverage 

A different type of financial constraint is the fixed 

debt-equity ratio. Instead of an absolute limit on the sise 

of one source of financing, now a ratio between two sources is 

established, which cannot be exceeded. The arguments behind 

the ratio are usually the same as before. First to limit the 

extra financial risk associated with debt-financing. Second 

to prevent the interference from outsiders. Equity capital, 

representing ownership as well as risk-taking participating 

functions as a buffer against the dangers of debt. If more 

equity Is introduced, the amount of debt a firm can carry will 

also increase. Hence as long as the debt-equity ratio stays 

below certain limits, debt can be used in the financial struc¬ 

ture. The actual size of the maximum ratio cannot be objectively 

established. It depends on the particular risks of the industry 

the firm is in, or the state of the business cycle and other 

variables influencing the variability of the firm's net income. 

And of course it depends on the willingness of the management 

to assume risk in return to the promise of profit. The debt- 

equity ratio accepted funtions as a measure of the firm's 

subjective 'trade-off*’ between risk and return. The risk 

preferring-type management will accept a higher leverage ratio 

than the risk-avoiding type because high leverage gives the 
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probability of large profits and alternatively the opportunity 

of large losses. 

The argument then is that firms maximize profits subject 

to the constraint that the ratio of actual debt over actual 

equity is smaller than a given constant y: 

< Y 9 <3.34) 

$53 

where y is based on the estimated uncertainty of the firm's 

net income and the firm's aversion to risk. As to -the approxi¬ 

mate size of y ? since both and PgXg * 0, y > 0. Also 

because of fear of insolvency not many firms would accept more 

debt than they have equity capital, thus nearly always: 

58 PA* Therefore it can be said that 

0 <Y < 1 (3.35) 

If the constraint (3.34) is not binding, the problem becomes 

one of unconstrained profit maximisation as treated in Chapter 

III.3.1. 

However over the range of values of y as established in 

9 (3.35), the price of liability capital is usually smaller 

than the price of equity pg. Therefore it pays the firm to use 

debt to the fullest amount as permitted by (3.34) and no slack 

will develop in (3.34), The constraint becomes: 

PLWE = V 
(3.36) 
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Combining this result with the basic equality (3.1) we 

now have two equations which can be used to express the variables 

X^ and Xg in terms of the third variable X^ and the given con¬ 

straints Y and (i~A,E,L). The resulting expressions can be 

substituted in the profit equation and the equilibrium condi¬ 

tions are derived in the usual way. Solving the equilibrium 

conditions for X*, (see Appendix A.3) results in: 

X* A 
rt - V- 

Applying eq. (3.17) and (3.18) and redefining 1^ 

gives the following investment equation: 

(3.37) 

cl.Is 
3 

B » 
t 

B„ -f F. 

or, 

B* » t - 

S3 

Y 

Y+l 
T. « U Y+l 

ff
E) - c^.X 3 At9 

(3.38) 

and in its alternative form: 

B» ® i r SSAEJE&ZSPX . * - ~~ . - c,.XA . 
Y+l L 9+1 E 3 At 

(3.3^) 

As before in the unconstrained profit maximization case 

the optimum stock of capital and the rate of investment are 

positively related to the rate of return on capital * ^ and 
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negatively to the cost of equity n ^ and the cost of using debt 

But as a result of the leverage constraint a fixed pro¬ 

portional relationship exist between the coefficients of the 

cost variables of equity and debt capital in the investment 

equation. This proportional relationship is: 

S3 

—■ / -r- - V (3.39) 
Y*1 Y-fl 

In the next section the attention will be directed to a 

radically different objective, n.l. the maximisation of total 

sales revenue, and the consequences of accepting this objec¬ 

tive for the theory of investment. 
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III.4. Maximization of Total Revenue 

Many writers have suggested that large firms in 

oligopolistic market situations are as much interested in 

sales as they are in profits. An eloquent case for sales 

1 2 
maximisation as the goal of the firm has been made by Baumol. * 

Although the consequences of adopting sales maximization 

as the objective of business behavior have been analysed for 

the1theory of production and taxation, the implications for 

investment behavior have not been pursued at all. 

In the revenue maximization hypothesis the inclusion of a 

profit constraint is essential. In the theory of production 

for instance maximum sales without a constraint on profits 

or costs requires marginal revenue to be zero. 

If the market situation is one of perfect competition, 

marginal revenue will not become zero because the price 

elasticity of demand is per definition infinite large and thus 

3 
the optimal rate of production will be infinitely large too. 

But even if the market form is one of imperfect conpetition, 

the existence of sales promotion policies (e.g. advertising) 

Hr. J. Baumol, op. cit., esp. Ch. 6. 
2 
“Revenue" and “sales" are used interchangeably to denote the 
dollar value of gross income of the firm. 

3 
Although sales maximization and perfect competition must be 
considered inconsistent, see infra. 
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with always positive marginal revenue will make the rate of 

production and the size of the firm infinite, unless the firm 

is otherwise constrained. A minimum profit constraint will 

under most circumstances do just this, but because of the 

positive marginal revenue of sales promotion the profit con- 

1 
straint will always be binding. 

1 
See Baumol, op, cifc., p. 71 for formal proof. 
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III.4.1. The Revenue Maximization Model 

The previously employed general model contains three 

variables. Applying this model unchanged to the sales 

maximizing hypothesis is not immediately possible. Revenue, 

the maximand, is a function of one of the variables only: 

geometrically speaking R - R(X^) can be represented by a 

curve in a two dimensional space. Profit, the constraining 

relation, is a function of all three variables. Geometrically 

HI « is a configuration in a multi-dimensional 

space. The optimum must be on the line as well as on the surface 

of the configuration, But in this case there is no a priori 

guarantee that both will cross. Even if they do, and 

will have to be zero. 

To overcome these existence problems without having to 

specify special cases, the general model is simplified. Thus 

the Lagrangian technique can still be used and the existence 

of an optimum is guaranteed. It is believed that not much 

generality, if any, is lost this way. 

It is assumed the firm in question wants to maximize sales 

subject to a minimum profit constraint and the market form 

leaves the firm discretion to do so. It is also assumed only 

one source of funds to finance investment is available. Say 

this is equity as in Ch. III.3.2. because the firm has an aversion 
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against going into debt. (But also any other source could be 

selected for instance only borrowing because equity is held 

constant.) Thus eq. (3,29) applies here. The value of sales, 

R - P(Q).Q - P(Q).a.XA (3.40) 

The profit constraint can be written as m * W or according to 

the argument that the constraint is always setsifled as an 

equality: 

» - P(Q).a.XA - abXA - p^ - » (3.41) 

in which m is the minimum amount of profit required. 

As discussed before (See XXX.3) in this model it is possible 

to define one of the three related variables p^9 and P^, 

(i«AsE) as constant for the firm and let variations in X^ 

be reflected in the remaining two. So P^ will be kept constant 

which means the firm can buy assets at a fixed price and can 

float stocks at constant par value. Moreover the units of 

measurement can be arbitrarily defined and will be taken so as 

to have P. « P_ (®$). With this last result substituted in 
A fit 

eq. (3.29) and the outcome of the substitution in (3.41), the 

profit constraint becomes: 

« - P(0).a.XA - abXA - PEXA - 5 

Here it should be apparent that price ?(Q) is a function 
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of Q, hence of X^ by the relation Q = h*^* (Only in the 

market form of perfect competition is P independent of X^, 

but in such a market a sales maximizer could in the long run 

not exist since maximum profit is a necessary condition of 

survival in perfect competition.) If we assume for simplicity 

a linear, "normally" sloped demand curve written as P = 

with f^ and f2 positive constants, the profit constraint 

becomes: 

(0= f^a.X^ - f
2*a2xA " abXA ‘ PE?A = 15 (3.42) 

This quadratic equation for profit has two real roots but 

only one is consistent with the objective assumed. This is 

shown in Appendix A.4. 

Thus the optimal stock of assets (capital) for the sales 

maximizing firm is represented by; 

X* = 1/(2^) [fxa - ab - pE + {(^a - ab - PE)2- 4f2a
2®]^] 

(3.43) 
2 

If f2a > 0 is redefined as m£, and f^a-ab is redefined 

m^, eq. (3.43) can be simplified to 

X| 
1 

2mi - PE> + 2m’ <<“2 - 

.2 
PE} ' 4m| («}' (3.44) 

The conclusion is that for the sales maximizing firm faced 

with a linear downward sloping demand curve the optimal stock 

of capital is a declining function of both the cost of capital 
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and the amount of profit required. The first relation is of 

the same direction as it would be for a profit maximizing 

firm. The second is adverse to profit maximizing behavior 

since the normal reaction for a profit maximizer is to increase 

the stock of capital parallel with profits. This reaction of 

the sales maximizer is caused of course by the desire to maintain 

a given amount of profits. With a downward sloping profit func¬ 

tion (downward because of declining demand function) a higher 

amount of profits required brings the sales maximizer closer 

to the profit maximizing point and requires lesser production 

and a smaller volume of capital. 

As can be seen from (3.44), the optimal stock of capital 

increases with increasing and decreasing hence with an 

increase in the rate of return on capital p^. (Since p^ ® 

P(Q) .a-ab 

= fl - f2aXA)a - ab 

=* f.a - £«a X. - ab 
1 2 A 

“2 ' “iXA > 

As a result an autonomous increase (upward shift) in the 

rate of return function (increase in mp or a smaller absolute 

sldpe of this function (m^ decreases) will result in more 

investment, a "normal" reaction. 

An investment equation is derived from (3.44) in the usual 
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way with (3.17) and (3.18) and with redefining the constant 

terms as follows: 

mj « ®2 

mi H 

This results in: 

2 ~ % 
Bt * Bt * Fc ” ^(mg-ng.TT) + mj^J^-iTg.T?) - Am^a)]1 2 

- <3-45> 

Contrasting this equation with the one for the profit 

maximizing firm it appears that in both cases the investment 

is positively influenced by an increase in the rate of return 

to capital and a decrease in the cost of financing. Unlike the 

profit maximizing firm, the sales maximizer^ investment is 

1 
negatively influenced by a profit constraint. 

1 
Assuming that after aggregation the corresponding macro 
equation has the same form, this relation could explain the 
negative correlation between profitability and retention rate 
and between profitability and leverage, found by Myron Gordon 
and which he tentatively attributed to the: ”,..influence 
of other objectives subordinating the maximization of stock 
value”, (op. cit., p. 233) 
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III.4.2 Introducing Sales Promotion 

Increasing production and sales by increasing the produc¬ 

tive capacity is not the only way to increase sales revenue. 

It is not even a certain way because greater production can 

under imperfect competition only be sold by cutting prices and 

the accumulated revenue loss from lower unit prices may out¬ 

weigh the gain from selling more units, as it will if the 

product demand curve is price inelastic in the relevant region. 

Another way to increase sales revenue is by sales promo¬ 

tion techniques, e.g. advertising, etc. These can be thought 

of as shifting the demand curve for the product upwards, hence 

every quantity can be sold at a higher unit price than before. 

The marginal revenue from sales promotion will nearly always 

be positive as a result of which total revenue will monotonically 

increase with increased sales promotion expenses (although of 

course the increase in sales revenue may not be large enough 

to cover the increased sales costs) 

If a firm has two or more instruments available which 

serve the same purpose he has to find a balance between them. 

Thus a choice has to be made between increasing productive 

capacity by investing in buildings and other equipment and 

1 
increasing advertising expenditures. 

It is customary to classify expenses for ,,durable,‘ goods 
(those with an economic life longer than one production process 
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Introducing advertising S as a variable changes the 

revenue and the profit equations into: 

R - Q.F(Q,S) «* P(Q,S).a.XA (3.46) 

“ “ P(Q,S).a.XA- abXA- p^ (3.47) 

Tiie optimum is found by setting up the Lagrangian and 

finding the values for which the partials with respect to 

i 
XA, S and X are equal to zero. This results in 

or because of accounting convenience lasting longer than one 
year) as investment and the rest as current expenses, although 
there are exceptions for small equipment as tools, etc., 
which are usually seen as current costs but last longer than 
one year. Advertising expenses are normally booked as cost 
the same year they are made. If their effect lasts longer 
than one year—which may very well be the case, e.g. with a 
large advertising campaign—they ought to be put on the balance 
sheet as an asset and gradually be depreciated. In this 
sense advertising is an investment, different in degree but 
not in principle from other investments. The problem of 
striking a balance between expenses for sales promotion and 
for capital goods can then be looked upon as the problem of 
selecting between two different investment projects. 

Wnce the problem under consideration is basically an inequality 
constrained maximization problem (X. .S >0, ) applying 
programming methods seems to be obvxous. (Note that both R 
and m are concave quadratic.) But in the light of the avail¬ 
able information that really w « «, using the conventional 
Lagrange multiplier technique is much more convenient. 



Max h » P(Q>S).a.XA
+Hp(Q9S).a.XA- abXA~ pgX - S - «>3 

** ^.a2.XA 4- P.a 4 X[^~,a
2,XA 4 P.a - ab « p^3 *» 0 

|| » ||.a.XA 4 X[||.a.xA - lJ * 0 (3.48) 

W “ p*a,XA * 
abXA * PAi " S ”t0 “ 0 

From (3.48) it follows chat: 

||.a2.XA + P.a - ^ t ab+p^ (3.49) 

In aquation (3.49) the expression on the left side of the 

S R 
equality sign represents *rtr-, the first derivative of total 

aA 
revenue with respect to assets, while the expression in 

brackets on the right side is the sum of marginal production 

cost and the marginal cost of capital, both with respect to 

assets. 

Thus 
a*F. 

**L 
(3.50) 

A similar observation can be made for sales promotion: 

9R 
§"s 

a 

ST 
3 

X 

**4i 
d S 
hs (3.51) 

X—   
The derivation is on the assumption that p„ is independent 
of X.. h 

A 
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Since * > 0 < 
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Thus from (3.50) it follows that: 

ax "A ax. ax. or 
M» 

?}
K B! oR _ P 

BX A ax A ax A 

aa P a«n 
But ~ ajj “ is the marginal rate of return on 

A 'A 'A 

capital. Thus it is proven that in the optimal position 

investment is carried on past the point where the marginal 

return on capital equals the marginal cost of capital into 

the region where the marginal cost of capital exceeds the 

marginal return to capital. 

Eq. (3.51) states in the same way that the firm in its 

optimal position uses advertising in the region where the 

marginal revenue of advertising is less than its marginal 

cost, a well-known conclusion.^* 

It is instructive to compare the sales-maximizers 

behavior with that of the profit-maximiser. As is well-known 

production theory states that the profit-maximiser will produce 

up to the point where the marginal revenue of his product 

equals the marginal cost of his product. Similarly he will 

invest to the point where marginal return to capital just equals 

the marginal cost to capital. 

1 
Baumol. op. cit., PP» 59-61. 
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As was shown above (Ch. III.3) these last results still 

apply for the profit maximizer whose behavior is constrained 

by financial limitations. 

Baumol first proved that the sales maximizer's optimal 

position with respect to the rate of production shows a 

marginal revenue of his product lower than the marginal cost 

of the product.^ The argument above indicates that a similar 

conclusion follows for the sales maximizer's investment 

behavior: he will invest past the point where the marginal 

return to capital is equal to the marginal cost of capital 

so that the optimal investment position shows a marginal return 

to capital lower than the marginal cost of capital. 

As to the interpretation of X in economic terms it follows 

from eq. (3*50) and eq. (3.51) that: 

X m £3 as aR 
as " as 

(3.52) 

The sales maximizing firm bound by a profit constraint 

will according to (3.52) balance its expenditures between 

advertising and capacity-expansion in such a way that at the 

margin the decline in profits caused by increasing the stock of 

~*Tbid.. p. 55. 
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capital v/ith one unit will be accompanied by the same revenue 

gain as will the loss caused by an increase in advertising 

expenditures by one unit, 

x Itself is the ratio of the total differential of revenue 

and the total differential of profit as can be shown as follows: 

(3*46) dR - ( |~.a2.XA * P.a)dXA + |-|.a,XA)dS 

(3.47) dw *■ £ »XA + P.a ** ab ** Pg3dXA *f* Cgr^.a.XA»l3 dS 

Substituting from (3.52) in dR gives: 

dR • x£|-|.a?XA+ P.a - ab - PE
JdXA +

x£ ~|.a,XA- 1* dS 

Thus 

X(g^.a2.XA+ P.a ** ab ~ pg)dXA+ * d§<
a*xA~ l)dS 

C?|.a'
1.XA+ P.a - ab - PE)iXA+

x fef.a.XA- l)dS 

Thus the interpretation of x is that * represents the 

"shadow price" associated with the profit constraint, * 

measures per unit profit the extra revenue attained by relaxing 

the profit constraint. 
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III.5 The Utility Maximization Model 

In his thesis'*’ 0. E. Williamson introduced managerial 

objectives such as salary, security, power, status, prestige 

and professional excellence into the formal theory of the firm 

by using the notion of "expense preference”: managers are 

not indifferent towards costs of all types but have distinctive 

preference for certain classes of expenses. In this way the 

essentially non-pecuniary goals listed above are built into 

models of the firm by way of the means by which these objec¬ 

tives can be realized, such as salary and other emoluments, 

personal staff and discretionary profits. 

Williamson^ most complete model is the s.c. "Staff and 

Emoluments Model" in which the manager maximizes his own utility 

(in contrast to that of the owners of the firm, i.e. the stock¬ 

holders) which is a function of staff expenditures, emoluments 

and discretionary profits. In the following section these 

three managerial preferences will be substituted in the general 

investment model developed before to analyze the investment 

behavior following from these imputed goals. 

1 
0 E. Williamson, op. cit., Ch. 3. 
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III.5.X* The Staff and Emoluments Model 

The decision maker tries to maximise his own utility 

U which is defined as; U « U(»D,M,S) where 

® D « R - Kp- Kg,- M - S - ■<» , discretionary profit 

M *= emoluments, the discretionary portion of management 

salaries and perquisites. They have the character 

of economic rent, hence sero productivities. 

S « staff expenses or approximately general administra¬ 

tive and selling expense; P « P(Q,S) 

«> » minimum profit demanded by stockholders. 

Since R - K^- Kp is also defined as 

- PAXA' PA- PA ' P-aXA* abXA" PA* PA* 

®D can be written as: p^X^- p^X^- p£
Xg" M - S - *» (3.53) 

or as P.aX^- abX^- p^Xg- p^X^- M - S -m (3.54) 

Combining (3.53) with the basic constraint (3.1), the goal of 

the firm in this model can be written 

Max L « U(«D,H,S) + UPAXA- P^- P^J (3.55) 

The optimality conditions are: 

% - • <pA + PAXA> + XPA - 0 
(3.56) 
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(3.57) 

(3.58) 

m M. #* ***■"*• 
D 

(3.59) 

5La so o ,25L 
" m ” >«)0 

(3.80) 

(3.61) 

Eq. *s (3.56),(3.58) and (3.61) determine X^, X^ and X^, 

From the first three it follows that: 

Thus the equilibrium position is determined by the con¬ 

dition that the marginal net revenues, the marginal debt costs 

and the marginal equity costs are proportional to the price of 

assets, liabilities and equity capital respectively. Thus the 

optimal stock of assets for this case is determined in the 

same way as it is for the single profit maximizer under the 

same circumstances. (Compare Ch. III.3.1.) 

This conclusion is analogous to Williamson’s conclusion 

for production theory that the utility-maximizing manager will 

(3.62) 
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determine the optimal rate of production in the same way as 

the profit-maximising manager, n.1., production will be con¬ 

tinued until the marginal revenue of selling equals the marginal 

1 cost of producing. 

WJ second conclusion, n.l. that the utility maximizer 

2 
will use staff to a larger extend than the profit maximizer, 

can be found back in eq. (3.59) which can be written: 

„ i 
>s 

2&/2SL 
%s'm>D 

< 1 

According to eq. (3.60) the marginal utility of emoluments 

equals the marginal utility of discretionary profits in 

equilibrium. However the introduction of a profit tax would 

have discriminatory effects. This can be seen by adding the 

tax rate t to eq. (3.53). 

(3.53-)-'“ D - a-t)(PAxA- PLv PEV M - S) - 

Substituting (3.53*) in (3.55) will change equilibrium con¬ 

dition (3.60) into: 
B TT Till 

eq. (3.60*) *-§ - (l-t%~ • 
w D 

^Ibid.. p. 53. 

2 lb id. 
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No longer is the marginal utility of emoluments equal 

to the marginal utility of profits. Instead, as Williamson 

1 
concluded, the firm will absorb some part of actual profit 

as emoluments, the amount being dependent on the tax rate. 

The Investment Equation 

As shown in (3.62), the investment behavior of the utility 

maximizing manager (with profit one of the determinants of 

utility) of the above model does not differ from the invest¬ 

ment behavior of the single profit maximizer as described in 

Ch. III. Equations (3.56), (3.58) and (3.61) completely 

determine X*, the optimal stock of capital. The investment 

equation for this case is similar to the one of the uncon¬ 

strained profit maximizer as developed in Ch. III. 

Additional Remarks 

In the model used here the manager expresses his desires 

for power, prestige, etc. in excess current expenditures for 

staff and emoluments. Investment, being closely related to 

production, is just as production not directly effected, witness 

the fact that the optimal position requires the equality between 

marginal rate of return and the marginal cost of capital. It 

1Ibid. 
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is true that total investment will in all likelihood be larger 

than it would for the profit maximizer because the excess staff 

expenditures shift the marginal revenue curve to the right. 

Thus production, productive capacity hence investment will 

be larger than they otherwise would be but apart from this 

investment policy is not different from the profit maximizer*s. 

This is no longer (true if the managerial motives assumed 

in this section are expressed in investment itself instead of 

in current expenditures. Examples may be an unneeded plush 

office building, executive limousines, a company yacht, etc. 

Often these investments are done to satisfy the manager*© own 

tastes instead of contributing to the firm’s overall profit. 

In these cases investment will be pushed beyond the point where 

marginal return equals marginal cost into the region where the 

marginal cost exceeds the marginal return. Not every execu¬ 

tive limousine and not every plush office building is the 

result of a manager’s x?him and is submarginal from a pure profit 

maximizing standpoint. As long as the potential customers of 

a company, for reasons of ignorance, irrationality or inability 

to judge a product on its merits, associate the firm's 

expensive office surroundings with good quality products, 

dependable service, etc. and as a result are willing to pay a 

higher price, it may well -pay the firm to invest in these 
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luxury items. 

Another example where the rate of return is pushed below 

the cost of capital is when the firm is extremely interested 

in growth, so that potential profit is sacrificed for attaining 

a larger growth rate of sales. This can be considered the 

dynamic equivalent of the sales maximizer and the conclusions 

X 
will be similar. 

HJ. J. Baumol, "On the ‘Theory of Expansion of the Firm," 
American Economic Review, (December 1962) pp. 1078-1087. 
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111.5.2. Aversion Against Leverage 

In a recent article J. L. Bouma and H. Willems applied 

Williamson*s approach to an investment model.^ Their main 

conclusion is that in the utility maximizing firm the marginal 

rate of return on capital exceeds in equilibrium the marginal 

cost of financing. Since this conclusion is at variance with 

the results obtained in the preceding section a close look at 

their model seems appropriate. 

In the article two types of firms are distinguished. 

First the so-called 'Stockholders Controlled Firm.1* where the 

manager/decision maker*s only interest is the maximization of 

the stockholders* welfare., in casu the maximisation of share 

prices. Share prices are assumed to be a function of profits, 

dividends and the debt-equity ratio. Second, the "Management 

Controlled Firm" in which the manager takes the necessary 

decisions so as to maximize his own utility which is this time 

assumed to be a function of share prices as well as "preferred 

expenses" (a lumping together of staff and emoluments) and 

financial leverage directly. The model used is a two period 

one with a choice of retaining earnings, paying dividends and 

\j. L. Bouma en H. Willems, "Enige opmerkingen over het verband 
tussen de doeleinden van de bedrijfshuishouding en de inves- 
teringsbeslissing," Bedrijfseconomische Verkenningen. 
(Den Haag: Delwel 1965), pp. 170-190. 
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using debt financing. The results of the two cases are 

compared with each other and with the "Traditional Firm" in 

which both the manager*s and the stockholders* only interest 

is the maximization of profits. 

Using Bouma and Willems* own notation, if the subscript 

refers to the period then: 

«) is the actual profit 

Sj is preferred expenses (a lumping together of staff 

and emoluments) 

VS1 published profit: 

is total dividend paid 

Vj is total amount borrowed from banks or bondholders 

1 is interest rate on Vj 

I is total amount invested 

Y(l) is net income from investment before interest payments 

«i is actual profit after repayment of loan and interest 

S2 is preferred expenses, subtracted from u> 2 by management 

m2*S2 *‘s Polished profits after 2 periods 

M is the manager’s utility and B is share price 

The *'Manager Controlled Firm*1 model is the following: 
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Max M - M(B5S1,S2,F1) 

B 53 B(«1 - Sp UX,<V S2, Fj) 

F1 “ V<V si~ U1> (3.63) 

»2 “ Y(I) - (l-HL^ 

1 “ ® r sr ui+vi 

The maximum position is determined by setting the partials 

from M with respect to S^s S2, and equal to zero and 

substituting from the equations for B, F^, 2 and I. It then 

1 
follows that: 

d M ^ 1 

-IY 
Marginal rate of return * -1) « i   —~ (3.64) 

In the "'Stockholder Controlled Firm” model, in which per 

definition M s B and S1 a 0 the corresponding equilibrium 

situation appears to be 

M.IUR 43 -1) 

to 

2*0 , 

rui 
(3.65) 

In the "Traditional Firm Model" the analogous expression 

becomes 

XIbid., p. 187. 
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M.R.R. - -1) » i (3.66) 
d 

%r n 

It is assumed that and <*-=— < 0 because managers 
§F1 *F1 

and stockholders dislike a high leverage ratio, apart from the 

interest and repayment obligation. 

Comparing (3.64) and (3.65) and (3.66) it can be seen 

that in the “Management Controlled" and in the "Stockholder 

Controlled" firm the M.R.R. exceeds i. A close look learns 

that this difference however is not so much caused by the 

existence of the so-called preferred expenses ( s 0 in (3.65)) 

- < 0. If 
1 

both management and stockholders would feel indifferent 

between debt and non-debt financing (apart from the interest 

and principal repayment condition) in both models M.R.R. would 

equal i, as we found before (Ch. III.5.1). 

That managers and stockholders dislike a high leverage 

per se is a phenomenon often observed and a few times integrated 

in a (profit-maximizing) Investment model.^ The result of this 

behavior is (as above) that a smaller amount is being invested 

than otherwise would be the case so that the marginal rate of 

return on capital exceeds the interest rate. 

Hlyron J. Gordon, "Security and Investment: Theory and Evidence," 
The Journal of Finance. (December 1964) pp. 607-618. 

but by the debt aversion as expressed in and 
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It is not however a result of managerial objectives like 

status, power, prestige, etc. as these are expressed in a 

preference for staff and emoluments but mostly a defense against 

unfavorable outcomes of the basically uncertain processes 

of investing and financing, and sometimes it represents a 

dislike of interference from "outsiders” like banks, mortgage 

and bondholders. 

The same results as obtained by the Bouma and Willems 

article will be gotten if the aversion against leverage is 

added to the model of the previous section as one of the 

determinants of managerial utility. 

This givesi 

(3.55") Max L 83 U(uD,M,S,F) + X[ P^ - P^ - P^ 

where F - 1?LVVB 

au au an n 
» 3M * as 

au< 0 
9F 

(3.56") 

(3.57") 

b L a 5U 
axA a<o_. A D • (pA+ PAV + 1 PA = 0 

a L 

*L 

b U 
5
”D ' 

f 9 v \ # »JJ X# ("V PLV + >F * p^ X PL » 0 
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SL SU au 
(3.58") ~~ - ~~ • <-PB- P^;) + |f ax_, sio~ 

E D 

PA 
PEXE 

\ P=0 
E 

And 

(3.62”) 
PA^AXA _ 

au 

&F 

aST ? ' PA 

PE-b?]^E aF 
PA 

   -r 

E 

au 

w ' <W2 

Since ^ < 09 the first part of (3.62
n) states that: 

V*A
X
A > 

P
L^A 

Thus the marginal rate of return on assets exceeds the 

marginal interest rate on debt capital. At the same time the 

second part of (3.62”) states that 

P
A*A*A ^ PE^E^E 

Hence the marginal cost of equity capital exceeds the rate 

of return on physical capital. 

It appears therefore that the result of the manager's 

dislike for an increase in the debt/equity ratio is that more 

equity capital and less debt is attracted than would be the 

case if the manager felt indifferent between the two types of 
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financing investment. There is a trade-off between profit 

and leverage: some potential profit is sacrificed in order 

to arrive at a lower debt/equity ratio. 

In the next Chapter the attention is shifted from the 

decision over the total volume of investment to the related 

decision over the optimal financing of the proposed investment 

budget. 
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CHAPTER IV 

OPTIMAL FINANCIAL STRUCTURE AND OPTIMAL 

SELECTION OF PROJECTS 

XV*1. The Optimal Financing of the Proposed Investment Budget 

As is well known in a world of perfect capital markets 

there is no optimal capital structure for the firm.** The 

investment decision can be solved completely independent of 

any financial considerations* Under imperfect capital markets 

this is no longer true and a rational application of the 

profit maximization principle then requires the simultaneous 

solution of three interdependent problems; the determination 

of the total amount to be invested, the optimal combination 

of investment projects and the optimal financing of the in¬ 

vestment budget* Variables on which this solution must be 

based are the size and the variability of the return on 

the various investment projects and the time structure, the 

cost and the risk associated with the financial instruments 

used* Nbdels in which the optimal financial structure, though 

not detailed, is determined together with the total size of 

the budget and/or together with the optimal project mix are 

^F» Modigliani and M* H. Miller, "The Cost of Capital, Corpora¬ 
tion Finance, and the Theory of Investment," The American 
Economic Review, (June, 1958) pp 261-297. 
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1 
available in the literature. 

In reality firms first determine the total amount they 

want to invest without using any information about specific 

projects or specific financing opportunities, hence inde¬ 

pendent of the optimal project mix and the optimal financ¬ 

ing problem. The latter are then separately analysed and 

solved, often by different people or different departments 

in the organisational structure. In the solution of these 

last two problems the sise of the budget is then a given 

_ 2 
constant. 

This Chapter will give a pragmatic operational solu¬ 

tion to the problem of the optimal financing of the invest¬ 

ment budget in which, in accordance with the actual business 

practice and its assumed rationalisation mentioned above the 

sise of the budget, the demand for funds, is considered as 

given. In addition, some remarks are made about the solu¬ 

tion of the problem of the optimal project mix for the vari¬ 

ous other objectives considered under the same assumptions. 

1 
A. Chames, W. W. Cooper, and M. H. Miller, "Application of 
Linear Programming to Financial Budgeting and the Costing of 
Funds," Journal of Business, (January, 1959), pp 20-46; 
Weingartner, Mathematical Programming^ loc. cit., Ch. 8 and 9; 
W, Beranek, "Application of Linear Programming to the Choice 
of a Capital Structure," Paper presented at 28th National Meet¬ 
ing of O.R.S.A., (Houston: November, 1965), Eli Schwars, 
"Theory of the Capital Structure of the Firm," Journal of 
Finance, (March, 1959) pp 18-39. 

2 
See Chapter I. 
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IV.1.1. The Problem 

The need for an optimal capital structure of the invest¬ 

ment budget arises because there are various ways to finance 

investment expenditures. The various forms available differ 

in time, structure, cost, obligation of periodic and final 

repayment, voting rights, etc. Since, especially in a world 

of uncertainty the objectives of the firm with respect to the 

capital structure can be many, an optimum has to be found 

between the multiple instruments used to satisfy the often 

conflicting needs. 

Early financial literature, close to business practice, 

usually considered the demand for funds as given, but was 

limited to predominantly qualitative discussions about the 

relative merits of the various forms of financing. 

A notable exception can be found in early Continental 

literature in the theory of the so-called "critical period 

analysis,11 ^ which is one of the first quantitative solutions 

to the capital optimization problem. Usually applied to 

the total capital structure, its consequences for the financing 

of the additional need for funds caused by investment will 

be analyzed here, after which a more general solution of the 

optimal financing problem will be developed. 

1    "" 
See e.g. J. L. Meij, Leerboek der Bedrilfseconomic II, 
(Den Haag, Delwel) pp. 99-106. 
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IV, 1,2. The Critical Period 

In this theory three forms of financing are assumed. 

First there is permanent capitals equity. Second there is 

short term capitals i.e., bank credit. Third, the* from 

the standpoint of the borrowing firm negative, source of in¬ 

vesting temporary idle cash into a time or savings account. 

Short term capital is mostly more expensive for the firm than 

permanent capital but it is more flexible; it can be repaid as 

soon as it is no longer needed. Permanent capital is mostly 

never repaid. Hence it can lay idle and to prevent this 

there is always the possibility to lend it out at the, mostly 

very low, credit interest earned on time and savings accounts. 

If the demand for funds B,, caused by the net proposed 

investments in the future planning period fluctuates per 

period t, (t « 1, ..., n) but the fluctuations are known and 

if the prices (interest) of permanent, short, and credit capi¬ 

tal are respectively pfi, and pc, the question is asked for 

which period, the critical period T*» it is indifferent from a 

cost standpoint if the demand for funds is satisfied by perma¬ 

nent or by short term funds. All money needed for a time period 

longer than T* is then cheapest provided for in permanent and 

all funds needed shorter than T* are best supplied in short 

term capital. To determine T* if in necessary to realise that 

from the definition of T* it follows that: 
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BT’T**PH a BT • T*.ps + (n-T*) (ps - Pc) 

hence T*«PH - T*»p 
63 n*ps ** n.pc 

Pe ~ P- 
or T* - n  (4.1) 

% - *c 

An optimum will exist T* ^n, which requires that: 

P 

P 

£ 

H 
* 1 (4.2) 

which requires in turn that: 

either pjj - Pc>0 and also Ps 5 Pg (4.3) 

or PH *' PC < 0 and also p0 > pH (4.4) 

the first case (4.3) is usually satisfied. 

An example heroically simplified may illustrate the point. 

Assume: the number of time periods of the firm*s 

investment planning he L iron n ■« 3 

; the investment budget for the net three 

periods Bj, « 50, 70, 60 

: the following sources of capital and their 

associated prices are available: 

Stocks X0 with price pB - 4% per period 

Bank credit with interest p^ 13 8% per period 

Savings accounts X with interest revenue p 33 2% 
c c 

per period. 
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Hence an amount of 50 is-.needed for 3 periods 

m amount of £0 is needed for 2 periods 

■an amount of 10 is needed for 1 period* 

Then T* « n 
P ** ■•£ 

% p. i-r-ii -1 *«*«» 
therefore all money longer'•needed than 1 period (50 - 10 « 60) 

is financed by stocks* and funds needed shorter or equal to 

1 period (10) are financed by bank credit* Ta the first period 

IGmore is raised than is needed* which 10 will then be put in 

a savings account or will otherwise be _ invested outside at 

the credit' "interest p c 

The analysis gives an optimum decision rule for choosing 

between permanent and nonpernsanent funds* It also explains 

the often observed phenomenon that because of its low price 

mt& permanent capital is acquired than is actually needed on 

the base of' the long tat needs of funds named by permanent 

or long terns Immtmwzim plus the permanent nucleus in the 

sequence of'short tern capital Investments. Permanent funds 

are according to this: theory even used- to finance temporary 

peaks in the. demand for funds and are then in the time they 

are not needed ■invested outside the firm at the credit interest 

n. 
"C 

The esplaaatory power of- tho theory is limited however 

and the many objections which can be brought against it make 
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the theory unattractive for normative use. 

The first objection is that the rule signals an optimum 

only under the implicit assumption that permanent capital, 

if used at all, must be used in the same amount all during 

tli© planning period. This can be seen if we compare the above 

solution which has a total cost of (3 x 60 x ,04 + 10 % .08 

-10 x ,02 « 7,8), with a solution in which in the first 

period 50 is raised by a stock issue and an additional 20 is 

raised by stocks the second period which will be kept through¬ 

out the third period so that an amount of 10 will have to be 

invested outside.This solution costs ,04(50 -r 70 *i- 70) 

- ,02 * 10 ~ 7.4 . Although in reality there are limits as 

to the minimum amount that can be floated and the miniraum time 

period that is required between stock issues, an increase in 

equity during the planning period is in principle entirely 

feasible, hence the above solution is unrealistically limited, 

A second problem lies in the assumed knowledge of B^, In 

the real world can at best be an estimate, based on antici¬ 

pated costs and returns. These anticipations might prove to be 

wrong and after some time management might want to change 

for the remainder of the planning period. The financial struc¬ 

ture is then fixed and can seldom and only at high cost be 

changed. The critical period analyses gives no clues as to 

the consequences of differences between outcomes and estimates 
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and allows no way to incorporate in the solution buffers 

to mitigate these consequences. 

A third objection is the assumed constancy of the unit 

costs (Pj)* Xf the structure of the interest rates changess 

the critical period changes and the actual financial struc¬ 

ture is no longer optimal. Apart from some vague generali¬ 

sations, over the direction of the change in T* the analysis 

cannot give much insight into the outcome for the cost minimum 

of changes in the structure of relative financial prices. This 

results from the indirect character of the solution; although 

the purpose is to derive a financial structure which fits the 

fluctuating needs for funds with minimum costs, neither the 

structure nor the cost minimum is determined directly. 

The third objection is that only two different sources 

of funds are allowed and that the choice is consequently limited 

to a combination of short term and permanent funds only. 

Reality shows more forms and since more aor less from 

each form can be accepted, in fact an extremely large number 

of combinations is feasible. 

A final objection is that only two criteria are con¬ 

sidered; the time structure of needs and supplies and the 

cost. The analysis allows no additional criteria and leaves 

no room to build in alternatives. 

Hereafter a less limited model will be developed which 
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permits one to find the optimum combination of financial instru¬ 

ments which satisfies the fluctuating capital demand with 

minimum cost and which simultaneously leaves options to extend 

the analysis to include additional considerations and alterna¬ 

tive motivations. 
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IV i 1*3* A Programming Solution 

The economic problem under consideration can be struc¬ 

tured in such a form that it may be solved with relatively 

simple programming methods. The following symbols are em¬ 

ployed: 

Hj. Is the net Investment budget adopted for period t# 

xst 

XGt 
XQt 

XJt 

t = 1 $ « * * 

Is the volume of stocks outstanding during period t 
p 

is the volume of retained earnings during period t 

is the volume of bonds outstanding during t 

is the volume of bank credit during t 

stands for any other financial Instruments used 

during period t (e.g. preferred stock# convertible 

bonds# etc.) 

^In Chapter III# equity capital XE represents both stocks 
X« and retained earnings X^.Xf# liabilities is used In 
III for both bank credit Xg and bonds X^. 

^Usually retained earnings are imputed an opportunity cost of 
capital# to realise that Investing them means foregoing the 
revenue they could have earned outside the firm. However# 
this possibility is explicitly introduced in the model as 
X^A. with opportunity revenue p0. Thus retained earnings in 
tne model above are considered as available funds that can 
be invested at no additional cost# hence PQ 3 0. Another 
solution could be to subtract Xm. from the corresponding IL 
and to finance the adjusted SL with the available sources 
exclusive of XGf 
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Is the amount of money invested outside the firm 

(e.g., time and savings account, securities, etc.) 

ps is the unit cost of equity funds per period 

IS the unit cost of bonds 

pH is the bank interest rate on loans per period 

PQ is the cost of retained earnings per period 

Pj is the cost of J per period 

Pc is the interest revenue on a unit per period 

The problem is then to determine the and where 

j « S, G, Q, L, J in such a way that in each period t the 

need for funds is satisfied at minimum overall total cost 

K, or: 

Bin. K - F. E Xjt.Pj - | Xot.pc (4.5) 

subject to for t*=l,..*,n (4.6) 

XJt, Xot a 0 for j=SJG,Q,H (4.7) 

and as before pQ s 0. 

So far it is assumed possible to borrow or acquire each 

type of fund at any amount at the beginning of any period 

and pay back at the end of each period. Obviously the 

optimal solution is then to fill the demand of each period 

exactly with the cheapest type. If internally generated 

funds are not available, the cheapest source is usually stocks 

and the optimal solution of the problem (4.5),(4.6) and (4.7) 

above will be: 
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x. es B 
t 

(4,8) 

foi* t*=l,.*»,n» 

If Internally generated funds are available, they will 

always be the cheapest source and the optimal solution, al¬ 

though more complicated, can be seen immediately. The amount 

of internal funds X^ invested in any period cannot exceed 
33 

the available amount, say X^, which is the sum of accumu¬ 

lated earnings and accumulated depreciation. Let represent 

depreciation, profits and e the retention rate, the follow¬ 

ing n constraints should be added? 

But since s 0 and there always exist the possibility to 

invest funds outside at the positive revenue rate of pc, 

every optimal solution must make maximum use of hence 

eq. (4.8a) simplifies to 

for t*»l, * * .,n. 

Without further constraints the optimal solution Involving 

internally generated funds will be as follows. If in any 

period XQt happens to be just equal to no other type funds 

are needed, hence for that period: 

s* Xg|, f or ti®l, * • *, n (4.8a) 

where 
t-1 t-1 
£ P. + 2 e. W, 
I«1 1 i x x 

xst “ xat (4.8b) 
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xat " sat = st (4‘8o) 

while XJt> Xst, XQfcJ Xot and X^ are 0 . 

If in any period exceeds the demand for funds Bt , 

the surplus will toe invested outside so that for that period: 

XGt = SGt 

XGt “ XGt “ Bt (4*8d) 

while XJt *» XSiJ = “ ^iit “ 0 * 

If the cheapest source of funds cannot satisfy Bt , 

the rest is financed with the next cheapest source Xgfc, hence 

for that period for which IGfc <Sj. , 

XGt “ ^Gt 

XSt - St - XGt t4-8e) 

and XJt - Xftt - % - Xet « 0 . 

In eq. (4*8) and (4»8e) the assumption is that stocks 

can be issued and stock funds toe paid back to the stockholders 

at the beginning and the end of any period. This is not real¬ 

istic* Resources acquired toy issuing stocks are usually not 

repaid unless the flira liquidates and then there are no re¬ 

sources left anyway. A first possible (matsaint could be the 

requirement that stocks if used at all must toe used in the 

same amount throughout the planning period, a constraint which 

is implicit in the solution of the critical period analysis 

above. This adds the following constraint to the model: 



Xsl ** Xs2 ” 
xo„ « Xo Bn B 
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(4*9) 

More realistic would be to assume that equity capital 

can go up but not down, hence 

Xsl ~ Xs2 * •** ~ Xsn 
(4.10) 

Now the optimal solution can no longer be seen immedi- 

XLt ~ Xct * °* 
But if we ately and no longer is X = X^ 

assume enough competition in each capital market to let the 

unit Interest costs be independent of the amounts acquired by 

the firm, eq. (4*5) will be a linear polynomial* Because 

eqs. (4*6), (4*7), (4.8), (4*9)* and (4*10) are also linear, 

the model can be solved by standard linear programming tech¬ 

niques* 

For illustration the, previous 3-period example will be 

put in the above form and solved by the simplex method. 

Case 1* If there is no dependency between the Xg^ of the 

various time periods the model is: 

Mins K = .04 Xsl + .04 Xq2 + .04 Xq3 + .08 XL1 + .08 XL2 

+ .08 XL3 - .02 Xol - .02 Xce - .02 Xo3 

i 
See e.g. A. Charnes and W» W. Cooper, Management Models and 

Industrial Applications of Linear Programming I (New York: 

J. Wiley and Sons, 1961). 
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Subject tos Xg^ + - XQl ss 50 

xs£ + XHg - Xo2 * TO (4.11) 

XS3 
+ *H3 “ Xo3 2 60 

. all X,t a 0 

Because of the special form of the model as evident In 

the pattern of coefficients* a basic feasible solution which 

is also optimum is immediately available in Xgi, Xg2* and Xgg 

at values of respectively 50* 70 and 60* with a minimum total 

cost of 7*2* • This is the solution of eq. (4.8) above. 

Case 2. If we add the weak constraint (4.9) to the problems 

(4.6) + (4*5) + (4-..7) * tills general model simpli¬ 

fies tos 

Min: K= n . ps Xg + J - | Xct . Pc (4.12) 

Subject to: Xg + r X^t - XQ^ a for t « l*...,n (4.13) 

X . X.., Xu.. a 0 s* ct3 jt (4.14) 

and j « Q* © * J 

(pG s 0) . 

Applied to the numerical example under consideration* 

(4.11) simplifies into* 

Min: K = .12 XQ + .08 X^ + .08 XJi2 + .08 X^ - 

- .02 Xo2 - .02 Xc3 

.02 Xol 
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Subject to: X0 + XH1 - X0l a 50 

(4.15) 

Via the simplex, method the following optimal solution 

emerges: 

K » 7.8 . 

This is of course the same solution as derived above 

when eq« (4,l) was applied to the example. This confirms 

the argument that the critical period analyses implicitly 

assumes the constancy of X^ over time, an unnecessarily 

limiting condition. 

Case 3. A more realistic assumption for stocks is eq. (4.10)5 

*H2 * 10 

(4.16) 

the amount of stocks outstanding can be raised but 

not lowered over time. The basic model then con¬ 

sists of eqs* (4.5)> (4.6), (4.7), plus (4.10), 

Applied to the example we have; 

Min. K « .04 Xsl + .04 Xq2 + .04 Xs3 + .08 X^ + .08 XH2 

•j* .08 X^ — 02 X0l - .02 X 
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Subject to: Xs^ + a 50 

Xs2 * XH2 “ Xc2 & 70 

Xs3 * **0 " X°3 S 60 

- Xsl + xs2 & 0 (4#1T) 

• XS2 + x83 & 0 

Xct> Xjt * 0 

for j .*» 3, || 

Again applying the simplex method* will give the optimal 

solution of 

Xsl«5° 

Xs2 83 Xs3 * 70 

xc3« io 

K * 7*4 * 

Hence the cheapest solution which will still satisfy all con¬ 

straints is to float stocks at the beginning of the first period 

at an amount of 50, float an additional 20 at the beginning of 

the second period and invest the 10 which are not needed during 

the third period outside the firm* 

The advantages of structuring the problem this way are 

numerous,. Although for purposes of demonstration only five 

variables were included in the model and only three in the 

numerical example, more may be added. There is in principle 

no limit to the number of variables or constraints that can 

be included. 
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As explained before, la the result of a management 

decision, based on Incomplete information about uncertain 

future events. Management after some time might want to 

change its decision on B^ if more or different information 

becomes available. As long as the future is uncertain this 

can never be avoided. 

But existing programming techniques in case the methods 

of '-parametric programming"1 will permit to derive in advance 

the consequences of different values for Bt (the "parametric 

right side") and to select a compromise based on the (natural¬ 

ly subjective) probability distribution for . 

!?he programming solution also tells that if all p*s change 

in the same direction and in the same proportion, the value 

of the optimum (total cost) might change but not the optimum 

position itself, (the financial stxnicture). If prices do 

not change in the same proportion, "parametric cost row" 

programming tells if the optimum will change and by how much* 

Since interest rates usually move up and down together the 

changes will probably not be large anyway and it might very 

well happen that the optimal solution is virtually unaffected 

for the range of interest conditions which are likely to 

prevail. 

1 
Charnes and Cooper, op* pit., Ch, IX. 
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IV. 1.4. Financial Flexibility and Endurance In the 

Capital Structure 

The uncertainty in income and cost influences the optimal 

capital structure via B^. and p^. It is often not possible to 

construct subjective probability distributions to use in de¬ 

cisions about and the optimal financial structure. In 

those cases firms are not able to prevent the results of 

uncertainty but they still want to mitigate the unfavorable 

consequences. In financial literature this is described as 

building into the capital structure enough “flexibility" and 

“resistance" or "endurance". If the actual development in 

costs and prices shows a different pattern from what was 

anticipated, flexibility in the structure will leave open the 

possibility to adapt the structure to the new circumstances. 

Financial endurance can be defined as the ability to receive 

financial blows without danger for the liquidity, solvability 

or control within the corporation. These considerations 

will have to be built into the model. 

An adequate financial resistance requires in the first 

place the formation of liquid reserves, cash or near cash. 

From the standpoint of the investment decision cash is an 

investment project, in this case with an internal rate of 

return equal to zero but with also zero risk (assuming no 

price inflation or deflation). 

As such the creation of liquid reserves belongs to the 

problem of the selection of an optimal project mix and for 

the decision over an optimal financial structure these reserves 
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are to be considered as part of the demand for funds* hence 

as given. 

In the second place flexibility and endurance are pre- 

served by maintaining certain ratio properties between 

financial categories and between the asset and financial 

structure.1 The optimal size of these ratios are subjec¬ 

tively set, depending on the riskiness of the particular 

business of the firm and the decision maker’s preference 

between risk and return* Larger ratios usually mean higher 

safety but lower return and the firm sets the minimum required 

ratio so as to strike a balance between safety and monetary 

return required. 

Two well known and widely used ratios are the current 

ratio and the acid test on quick ratio, the former usually 

but not always being defined as the ratio of current assets 

to current liabilities and the latter as the ratio of current 

assets minus inventories (hence cash, marketable securities, 

and accounts receivable) to current liabilities. Values often 

accepted for the minimum constraints on these ratios are 

respectively 2 and 1, although it follows from the above argu¬ 

ment that this is a purely subjective matter and actual values 

can be at most crude rules of thumb* Both ratios cannot be 

included here since they are not limited to the financial struc 

ture alone but relate certain financial categories with the 

asset structure. Also, because of their current character they 

belong to the management of working capital and not to the eapi 

 " „ , ■'   V. 

See for instance F. P* Burtehett and C.M. Hicks, Corporation 
Finance, (Hew Yorks Harper and Brothers Publishers, 194b), 
ppT4'90'“510. 
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tal budgeting problem* However, if theproblem is to deter¬ 

mine the total financial structure instead of the structure 

of the investment budget, current liabilities can be con¬ 

sidered a source of funds (e.g. trade credit) and when the 

asset structure is known constraints for current liabilities 

may be constructed. 

Thirdly, maintaining sufficient flexibility requires 

that stocks do not constitute too large a proportion of the 

total supply of funds. The total amount of capital raised 

by issuing stocks is rather constant for any firm! the amount 

is difficult to increase because the conditions for a success¬ 

ful stock issue are seldom met) in normal operations the 

amount of stock capital can rarely ever be decreased. Stocks 

can therefore only infrequently be used and swill almost never 

be considered as a constantly available source of funds* Stock 

Issues bring also with them a problem of internal control as 

explained in Ch. III. 

Apart from its influence on the decision over the total 

amount of investment to be undertaken (See Ch. III.3*1.), a 

constraint on equity will also dictate a specific structure 

of the optimal financial budget. This will be considered in 

Ch. IV.1.5* 

Also, for reasons explained in Ch. III.3*2. firms put 

constraints on the amount of debt they want to carry. The 

integration of these constraints in the financing of the 

investment budget is discussed in Ch. IV. 1.6, 

Finally, as explained in Ch. 111*3*3* the ratio between 
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debt and equity9 called financial leverage or gearing, relat¬ 

ing ttto basically different financial categories, represents 

the decision maker1s preference between risk and return. 

This constraint will be included in the model in Ch> HT.1.7. 
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Ch. IV. 1*5. A Constraint on Net Worth 

If the manager, for reasons touched upon before, decides 

to refrain from using stocks in the financing of the invest¬ 

ment budget the following constraint should be added: 

XBt * 0 * (4.18) 

If no retained earnings are available, then 

XQt * 0 (4.19) 

but this last constraint is redundant because of (4.8b). 

If it is required that stocks form a certain fraction, 

1, or alternatively do not exceed a certain fraction of the 

total resources used to finance the investments budget, the 

constraint becomes: 

Xst = 1 Bt or reap. XBt < B Bt . (4.20) 
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Ch.: XV* 1*6* Constraints on Liabilities 

Absolute or relative sise constraints on liabilities 

can likewise be introduced* If no bank credit is to be 

used, 

XJJJ. « 0 .* (4*21) 

If no bonds are considered, 

** 0 * . (4 * 22) 

Iftank credit or bonds should not exceed a certain portion, 

say respectively 1 and q of the total investment budget, 

"«• 

^Ht ~ ^ XQt ~ q (4.23) 
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Ch* IV. 1*7*. Constraints on Leverage 

The two arguments for the relevance of a leverage 

constraint were explained above (Ch* 111*3*3.)* Except 

for the initial financing of new firms the financing of 

the Investment . budget means an addition to the finan¬ 

cial structure in existence* If the current debt* equity 

ratio constraint shows "slack", the existing structure 

has to be explicitly Introduced* Suppose this is the case. 

If ^g0 represents the total amount of stock capital 

outstanding before the current financing is contemplated, 

xjio mutatis mutandis the amount of bank credit, XGQ in¬ 

vested retained earnings and SQ0 the amount of bonds out¬ 

standing, then if bank credit is included in. the debt-equity 

ratio (amatter of dispute),the leverage requirement gives 

rise to the following (n) constraints5 

+ £ 

"1*1 
+ £ 
-i«l 

s Y (4*24) 

for t «* l,***,n 

where y Is the maximum debt-equity ratio allowed* 

If bank credit is not included, the constraint becomes: 

_ t 

q° -i«i & 

^ - *ao 

t 
+ £ X 

(4*25) 

Gi 

fop fc ** • $tt 
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If originally, before the additional financing was 

considered* there vta& no slack in the leverage constraint) 

eq, (4,24) and (4,25) reduce to resp? 

and 

t t 
T. Xjr. + 2 

t t 
T x ± + r xG1 i-l 81 -i«l Gi 

h 1 XQ1 i«l *** 
* V 

S X, 
i«l Qi 

k ^ +il x<* 
s Y 

(4,26) 

for t « l*.,.*n 

(4,27) 

for t ® 1,,«•*n 

Of course with constraints on the amounts of equity 

and debt (Ch,IV»l,5 and IV,1*6) as well as on the debt-equity 

ratio (Ch* IV, 1*7) care must be taken to avoid inconsistencies 

and redundancies. For example* suppose that before the new 

financing is considered the leverage constraint is satisfied 

as an equality -* yQ ** y *, Suppose further that t ® 1 and 

that the only sources to finance Investment are X^* X^ and 

Xq, 
XJJ _ 

Let also hs|- si and q. » « q , where h and q are 
t "t 

given. From eq, (4,6) It follows that X^ + X^ + Xg & Bfc, 

hence s a 1 - (h + q), (4,28) 

As a result? 

Setting 1 in eq. (4,20) < 1 - (1 + q) means in¬ 

consistency and setting I a 1 - (1 + q) means redundancy. 

At the same time it follows from eq, (4.26) that 
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XH + X, 
9 

X. 

B*. 
- t 

s 

h * q 
8 

Bx 

But given (4.28) that a 1 - (h + q) , 

. _ h+q ^ H + q 
v =■ iqwq) £ 1-(M) (4.29) 

ss t=: 

Hence setting y in (4.26) >  Q gives inconsistency 
1~(H + q) 

and setting 

y S gl 

I-lt+t) gives redundancy 

Thus the combination of the assumptions of this case 

(v0 ® Y# t « 1, X^ « 0 for i « c,G, j) and eqs. (4.6), (4.26), 

(4.20) and (4.23) results in 2 degrees of freedom for s, K, 

q and y. Selecting any two of these determines the remain¬ 

ing two. 
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17.1.8. Other Constraints 

Many restrictions externally imposed on the firms by 

fund suppliers, law or other regulations concerning the 

amounts, cost and timing of the various financial instru¬ 

ments used to finance investment can easily be put in the 

form of a linear Inequality and Introduced into the model 

above. 

As an example consider the practical impossibility of 

floating very small amounts of stocks in the open market. 

Assume that either because of the regulations of the S.E.C., 

the N.Y.S.E., and A.S.E. or the W.C.S.E., or because of the 

attitudes and customs of the underwriters and the market a 

minimum amount of XQ for a stock issue is required. This 

gives rise to the following (n) constraints: 

Xst " Xst-1 S *s 

for t®l| * • * jiUi 

(4.30) 

Of course also maximum bounds due to the attitude of 

underwriters and markets may exist for stocks and also for 

bonds* For instance if the maximum amount of bonds that 
S3 

can be floated at any time is, say, XQ, the corresponding 

constraints become: 

XQt * XQt-l S XQ (4,3l) 

for t=l,...,n. 

Other external limitations on the use of funds by fund sup- 
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pliers can similarly be transformed in linear inequalities 

and added to the model1* 

Beranek op* clt,j p» l4. 
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Ch. IV,1.9. The Revenue Maximizer 

As shown In Ch. III.4. a firm that wants to maximise 

total revenue will usually Invest more than the firm which 

maximises total profits. Thus will be larger for the 

former. Since economies of scale and limiting constraints 

are nearly always present, also the optimal financial struc¬ 

ture of the investment budget will be different from that of 

the profit maximizer under otherwise similar circumstances. 

Apart from this scale effect no basic differences are 

to be expected between the financing methods of the sales 

maximizer and the profit maximizer. The reason for this 

is the existence of the profit constraint. If no profit 

constraint exists, the financial structure will be indetermi¬ 

nate since the sales maximum is independent of financial costs 

and can be reached at an Infinite number of possible finan¬ 

cial combinations. The profit constraint forces the firm 

to economize on its resources. The argument is much the 

same as Baumol*s when he states that a sales maximizer, 

bound by the profit constraint, will use the same input com- 

binatlons for the same output as a profit maximizer would. 

The difference between maximum attainable profit and the ■ 

amount of profit the rates maximizer is satisfied with can 

be considered a fund of resources which is spent by the firm 

in its effort to increase rates. 

^Baumol op. cit., p. 56. 
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In order to get maximum benefit (maximum sales) from 

this fund it should be spent so as to equalise the margi¬ 

nal revenue yield of a dollar of profit sacrificed in all 

directions. Investment will be carried on past the point 

of maximum profits and the marginal profit yield will be 

negative. The cost of financing investment will not be de¬ 

frayed at the margin by the revenue of the investment pro¬ 

jects. But the sales maximiser will still have to economize 

on his resources in the sense that the marginal revenue yield 

of a dollar sacrificed by financing investment with* say, 

stocks should be equal to the marginal revenue yield of a 

dollar spent by financing investment with bonds. In other 

words, the sales maximiser bound by the profit constraint 

will finance each:given investment so that total financial 

costs, given the constraints, are minimum* The model de¬ 

veloped in Ch. IV. 1.3 .; is still applicable in this ease* 
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IV.1.10. The Staff and Emoluments Model 

In Ch. III.5.1. the conclusion was drawn that the 

manager with distinct preferences for certain classes of 

current expenditures, such as staff and emoluments, which 

enable him to satisfy personal motives like power, prestige, 

etc., will spend more on staff than the profit maximizer 

will. He also will absorb some profits as emoluments so 

that both his reported and his unreported profits are 

likely to be lower than the profit-maximizer»s in the same 

circumstances. But his Interest in profits, one of the 

determinants of his utility function, makes that he uses 

the same financing method as the profit maximizer and the 

optimal size of the investment budget iflll be reached when 

the marginal net rate of return (talcing into account staff 

expenses) equals the marginal cost of capital. The total 

volume of investment will be larger than it would be for 

his profit maximizing counterpart* This is because the 

larger staff expenditures (general, administrative and 

selling staff) will shift the demand curve to the right, 

increase marginal revenue, production and hence productive 

capacity and total assets. So the marginal rate of return 

curve will be above the one for the profit maximizer, how¬ 

ever, the average rate of return curve will be lower and so 

will be total profits. 

As In the previous section will exceedcthe of 

the profit maximizer and because of economies of scale a 

different financial structure will result. 
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Mother difference with the pure profit maximisation 

case* where the manager Is only interested In a minimum 

cost financial structure* is that an utility maximising 

manager will select a financial structure that will give 

him the greatest opportunity for discretion* Shis may 

result in a preference for bonds in place of stocks to 

avoid stockholders* Interferences* issuance of preferred 

stock with limited voting rights* etc. 

Still another difference follows from his emoluments 

preference* Very often managers share in the firms profits* 

mostly net profits after substruction of dividends* etc* 

Changing the financial structure often changes the do facto 

profit distribution system and the utility maximising manager 

may fee expected to use this to his advantage* 

The management will fee able to integrate these prefer¬ 

ences into the optimal financing model of Oh* HT*l*3* with 

the kind of constraints on net worth* bonds* leverage* etc.* 

introduced and discussed in Gh* ly'il.S* and f ollcming* 

Not 1 cable effects will fee that the financial sources favored 

will fee attracted to a larger extent than would fee the case 

if these preferences were absent and that the marginal cost 

of those favored sources will fee higher than the marginal 

return on investment as a whole* The opposite will fee true 

for the financial sources avoided* 
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IV.2. Some Remarks About the Selection of the Optimal 

Combination of Investment Projects 

IV.2.1. Proposed Solutions 

The problem of selecting the optimal project mix when 

the objective is to maximize profits (discounted to take 

into account the time factor) and when the total amount 

to be invested is given (capital rationing) is not a new 

one. 

Various solutions have been proposed but not all are 

optimal. 

The first, in analogy of the case of no rationing1, is 

to rank all investment projects in order of decreasing rate 

of return and all financial capital available in order of 

increasing unit costs and to cut off at the point where the 

two cross. The method Is not optimal since there is no 

guarantee the total outlay for the accepted projects will 

fall within the budget. 

A second method is to rank projects In a similar way 

and to accept projects from the top of the list until the 
p 

accumulated outlay equals the budget. As can be shown 

this method Is not optimal either. 

The method advocated most is to rank projects on the 

basis of their present worth per dollar of outlay required 

XSee Ch. I. 

Lor|e and Savage o£. cit., p. 2^ . see also Hlrshleifer, 

op. cit., p. 17• 
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and to cut off when the budget la just exhausted. The 

method la optimal* that is selects the set of projects 

with maximum total present worth given the budget cell¬ 

ing only if the budget is for one period.'1' If the budget 

is set up for more periods than it may happen that each 

period requires a different ranking because the projects’ 

outlays change from period to period. Then the method 

breaks down. 

LLorie and Savage op. clt., p. 231. 
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IV.2.2. A Programming Solution For Maximum Present Value 

In his thesis* H» M. Vfelngartner first showed how the 

powerful techniques of linear and integer programming can 

be applied to the problem under consideration. 

Let the budget celling for year t (t « 1, ... * T) be 

denoted by and let represent the present value of 

project j (j = l*...*n). Furthermore let c^j be the cost 

of project j in period t. Then the model for selecting 

among independent projects the set whose present value is 

maximum but whose accumulated outlay in each period stays 

within the budget constraint is: 

Max § b, X. 
j=l J J 

(4.32) 

Subjefet to at B, 

for t ® 1*... *T 

0 s: Xj £ 1 

where is the fraction of project j accepted. 

The advantages of structuring the problem this way 

are the following: 

In the first place the solution can be derived with 

relative simple computational methods (e.g. adjacent extreme 

Hfeingartner* Mathematical Programming, op. cit.* p. 17 

2Ibid, p. 24-27. 
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points methods)* The upperbound on X^ assures that the 

total budget Is not spent on multiples of the best projects. 

It may lead to the acceptance in the optimal solution of 

fractional projects but because the number of fractional 

projects will not exceed the (limited) number of time periods* 

this is not too much of a problem. (Fractional projects 

will not appear if the problem is set up as an Integer pro¬ 

gramming problem by requiring the Xj to be integer.) 

In the second place proper values given to the dual 

variables will allow to make a sharp distinction between 

integrally accepted projects, partially accepted projects, 

Integrally rejected projects and marginally rejected projects. 

In the third place questions of dependent projects, man¬ 

power bottlenecks, etc., can conveniently be put in linear 

comstralnt form and added to the problem. 

In this way the programming solution proves to be very 

general. The same approach can also be used to Introduce 

other objectives into project selection as demonstrated in 

the next section. 
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XV.2.3. The Influence of Alternative Objectives 

As shown in Ch. IV.1. the financial constraints intro¬ 

duced in Ch. Ill have a direct influence on the financing 

of the investment budget. They also have a direct Influence 

on the size of the budget itself as demonstrated in Ch. III. 

For if the capital market is imperfect the various finan¬ 

cial instruments are not perfectly substitutible for each 

other and an upperbound on one type of capital may limit the 

size of the total budget below what it otherwise would be. 

Since projects are usually not perfectly divisible the opti¬ 

mal set of projects when financial constraints are introduced 

may differ from the optimal set in the unconstrained case. 

Apart from this size-effect the model of IV.2,2. can still 

be used to determine the optimal projeot mix in these con¬ 

strained profit maximizing cases. 

At a first glance the sales maximization hypothesis seems 

to lead to a different conclusion. Surely it Is true that 

some projects* although not more profitable than others, 

are better revenue producers and vica versa. Therefore it 

seems reasonable to expect a different project mix if the 

objective is maximizing revenue rather than maximizing pro¬ 

fits. 

Due to the budget ceilings this is not true. We can see 

this easily if the budget is for one period only. For maxi¬ 

mum discounted profits the projects should then be ranked on 

the basis of the ratio of present value to outlay required 

and the optimal set will be the top part of the list (high¬ 

est ratio’s) with an accumulated outlay that will just ex- 
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haust the budget. For maximum sales revenue the projects 

should be ranked on the basis of the ratios of revenue to 

total outlay and the optimal set will be the group with the 

highest sales - outlay ratios that will Just exhaust the 

budget. It appears that in both cases the ranking is the 

same which can be demonstrated as follows: 

Let i and J be two arbitrarily selected projects from 

the first (profit to outlay) ranking and let It be assumed 

that i has a higher ranking than J. Thus 

where b is the profits and c is the cost associated with 

each project. Let total revenue of i and J be represented 

respectively by and a^, then 

(4.33) 

“ ai" ci* and 

(4.34) 

(4.35) 

Thus in the second ranking (sales to revenue) project 

1 will also rank higher than project j. Since 1 and J were 

arbitrarily selected* the conclusion must be that both cri- 
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terla rank the projects In the same way. Since the cut off 

point (accumulated outlay equals budget) is in both cases 

also the same, it is clear that the optimal set of projects 

fox* the sales maximizer will be the same set of projects 

that is optimal for the profit maximizer if both have the 

same one period budget to start with. 

If the projects have costs and returns spread out over 

many periods and varying from period to period while each 

period has a different budget ceiling, the ranking procedure 

no longer applies, ait as long as the budgets are complete¬ 

ly exhausted (and with the possibility of fractional projects 

this will always be the case since it will pay to let no 

slack develop in the budget constraint) the conclusion that 

for a given budget the sales maximizer and the profit maxi¬ 

mizer will select the same set of projects still stands. 

This can be shown by using the L,, P. formulation. 

Let c, be defined as 1 e*., . Thus c, represents total 
J t«l J 

discounted cost of project J (j « 1,,..,n). In the same 

way let a. represent total discounted revenue of project j, 
J T 

defined as z a*.. . Hence, 
t=l 

bj « a. - c. . J J J 

The model for selecting the 3et of projects whose total 

discounted profits are maximum but whose accumulated outlay 

in each period stays within the budget constraint is given 

in (4.32) as 
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n 
Max Z b, X. 

j«l 3 J 

Subject to A °tj XJ sSt 
1*03? t 83 1, • * a |!0 

0 i! Xj £ 1 * 

The model for selecting the set of projects whose total 

present value of ©ales is maximum and whose total outlay in 

each period stays within the budget ceilings is: 

n 
Max x *4 

j»l 3 3 

Subject to 
n 
£ 
j«l 

for t * 1,...,T 

0 ^ XJ SS» 1 ♦ 
j 

(4.36) 

The objective function of (4.32) differs from the one 

in (4*36) but the set of constraints is'the same. But if 

all budget ceilings are exhausted: 

n 
Z c, 

j=l tj= Bt for t * 1$...,T 

and 
T n 
Z c. « Z T T 

°t “A A \3 =A st 
n » . . . n . 

Hence, r b^ X^ « £ X^ (a^ # c^) ® Z (a^ X^ - c^ X^) « 
.1®1 j®l i®l j“l 

n 

J-l 

n n n T 
£ a<.,X* - z a, X. « £ a. X. - z (X, £ c^J » 

3 3 j=l 3 3 j«l Jt«l 3- J«1 J '3 j®l j«l 

n T 
F a. X. - £ B. 

j«l 3 3 t«l * 
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where Hj. is constant* 

Hence the objective function of (4*32) differs from 

the one of (4*36) only by a constant* As a result the 

value of the optimum of (4*32) villi be lower than the value 

of the optimum of (4*36)# the difference being t 1L , 
t=l z 

but the program, the set of projects selected, will be the 

same. 

Basically what is proven here is the statement that 

given total cost, that group of projects that maximizes 

revenue will maximize profits also for the simple reason 

that profits is the difference between revenue and costs.'*' 

Of course, if indivisibilities are present which pre¬ 

vent the budgets from being exhausted, or if not all costs 

associated with a project are caught in the investment bud¬ 

get (as will nearly always happen in practice where capital 

budgets carry only limits for long-term expenses and current 

budgets regulate short-term expenses) differences will develop* 

In the case of the utility maximizing manager the con¬ 

clusion is not much different. 

The manager has a preference for certain types of costs 

that enable him to satisfy personal motives like power, 

prestige, etc. But in the model adopted above expense pre¬ 

ference is for the class of current expenses like staff and 

emoluments. Thus the selecting of the optimal set of invest¬ 

ment projects is not directly influenced. As mentioned before 

the size of the investment budget will be affected and if 

^See Baumol og* cit•, p. 58 for a similar case. 
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indivisibilities are present* project selection is af¬ 

fected too. But for the same size budget the same opti¬ 

mal set of projects will be selected by following the same 

set of rules. 

Of course, much depends on the utility function in 

question. The one accepted here has staff, emoluments 

and discrete profits as determinants and it is the last 

one that links the model with the more conventional con¬ 

structions. A utility function can no doubt be constructed 

that tvill result in quite a different selection of projects 

for Instance one in which the manager has an aversion against 

profits. But this seems a priori too special a case to 

warrant attention. 

Another complication is introduced if the motives attri¬ 

buted to the manager can be expressed by certain long term 

Investment projects; luxury office buildings, executive 

limousines and company yachts being cases in question (see 

Ch. III.5.). 

The model of Ch. IV*2.2. can still be used by leaving 

these projects outside the model and deduct their cost from 

the budget. Another method would be to deliberately over¬ 

estimate the present value of these projects until they are 

forced into the optimal solution. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

V.5.1. Summary 

Capital budgeting literature so far has focused its 

attention exclusively on models which assume the decision 

maker’s only goal is to maximize profits. This disserta¬ 

tion is an attempt to introduce alternative objectives into 

micro-investment theory. 

Chapter II reviewed some well-known capital budgeting 

models which seem to be similar in that all conclude invest¬ 

ment should (will) be carried on by the firm until the marginal 

rate of return equals the marginal cost of capital. But 

since all define the cost of capital differently the models 

in fact lead to quite different investment behavior. It was 

shown the differences in opinion about the "correct" definition 

of the cost of capital are due to different interpretation of 

the profit maximization hypothesis. In this way some light 

was shown on a confusing discussion that has been going on 

for years. At the same time the importance of Introducing 

alternative goals into the theory of investment became evident. 

If the small variations on the general profit maximization 

theme analyzed in Chapter II can account for significant 

differences In Investment behavior, then the construction and 

analysis of non-profit maximization Investment models becomes 

the more worthwhile. 

In addition, some rules of thumb often used by business 

as guidelines in Investment decisions were analyzed in the 
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same framework* It was shewn these can be considered either 

as approximations to optimality rules following froras?me varl 

ation on the profit maximization rule or as representing f 

financial constraints* 

In Chs. Ill and IV various capital budgeting models 

based on constrained profit maximization and non-profit 

maximization objectives were Introduced. Chapter III dis¬ 

cussed the decision over the total size of Investment. 

Chapter IV.1. was devoted to the treatment of the problem 

of the optimal financing of the proposed investment budget 

while Ch. IV.2. analyzed the consequences0f different 

objectives for the selection of the optimal combination of 

investment projects. Since it was not the intention to 

develop new theories about managerial motives but only to 

analyze the Influence on investment behavior of some exist¬ 

ing ones, the motives as such were taken as given. 

Pour different models were developed, two based on con¬ 

strained profit maximization, one on revenue maximization 

and one on the maximization of the manager’s own utility. 

The basic model type used in Ch. Ill is a modified 

version of the so called "Wealth Model". The special and 

rather unreal behavioral constraint of that model was re¬ 

placed bythe balance equality constraint and the resulting 

generalized model Was made to accept non-profit maximization 

objectives. For each of the objectives accepted the maxi¬ 

mization conditions were developed and analyzed. Compari¬ 

sons were made between the results in each case and the 
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traditional profit maximization case. In addition, a 

micro-investment equation was constructed for each objec¬ 

tive. 

In Ch* IV.1, a connection was sought with the 

“critical period" solution to the problem of the optimal 

financial structure. However, apart from being very special, 

the critical period solution proved to be non-optimal. 

Therefore a new solution was developed using programming 

techniques. This new method was first applied to the pure 

profit maximisation model but it proved to be general 

enough to accept the otherSOternatlves under consideration 

as well. In Ch. IV.2, programming methods were used again 

to solve the problem of the determination of the optimal 

project mix under the non-profit roazlmization assumptions. 
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V.2* Directions for Further Research 

The objectives Integrated in investment theory in 

this dissertation were selected because they recently 

have received much attention and because convincing argu¬ 

ments have been made for their relevance* The conclusions 

reached in Chapter III and IV are therefore interesting 

in their own right* But the applicability of the models 

of Chapters III and IV is not limited to these four cases* 

Other, less well known objectives could be substituted into 

the models. For example in the theory of oligopolistic 

competition maintaining market shares is sometimes thought 

to be an important consideration. "Translating” this in a 

minimum sales constraint and substituting into the models 

will make possible the derivation of the corresponding 

investment behavior. 

Apart from some incidental remarks nothing could be 

said about the empirical relevance of the investment be¬ 

havior discussed# In order to do this the various models 

should be tested. The investment equations derived are all 

micro, thus an aggregation problem will result. But since 
/) 

all Tout one of the investment equations are linear, there is 

hope the aggregation problem can be solved without too much 

trouble using existing aggregation techniques. Another problem 

associated with statistical testing is the acquisition of 

relevant data. Finally some allowance has to be made for 

uncertainty. The aggregation procedure may introduce a 

stochastic variable, convenient for testing. Also Ch. IV.2 
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discusses the incidence of financial risk to a certain 

extent. But it seems advisable to introduce uncertainty 

directly into the models of Ch. Ill and IV, for instance 

along the lines discussed3n Ch. I. 
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Ammmx A 

1* Darlvatlon of the Optical Stock of Assets for the Unconstrained 

Profit Mtstlnigim Case 

The equilibrium conditions uere: (Eq. (3.11)) 

P(Q) . a + a * XA . ,a-ea>«XPA» 0 

PL * P*L h, ~ X % * 0 

% + P»E%.XPe« 0 

**-*!*-**- 0 

From II it follows: ^ 

From III it follow; 3^ 

X P, L~*L 

*L 

XPB-% 
P* E 

I 

n 

in 

IV 

n* 

in* 

Substitution of II' end III* in IV gives; 

P x *P r X3 " P Lfklikn ^ PAXA h • LF:T n+PL *L p*r~i •* 

P x + 3^ ,1?s + 
P*»*PI» a x r PE2 PE2 ^ PAXA p*E "^T XlP^ “J 
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X e 
PA XA * % * PE^P*E * PX, * Pl/ptL 

PB2/pE 4 PI>L 

This resi&b la EQ, (I) - 

»A • *8 ” PA • 

PA XA * % • V*'B * % • 
P
I/

P
'L 

%E/»’E 
+ PI>L 

pA 

O ^ 
EU $>* 

P
'A * 

X
A - 

P
A
S
 • 

X
A -/^

+ = P
A • 

% • %/P*B * PL • h/s’t p 

p | + p P/n* 
*E /P E *L /p L 

xArP‘A~p.2. P’E * P’E 

A\* A A , p 2 , P 2-i 
P L * PE + P E * Ph 

P*L * % * % * P*E * % * PL 
“ PA * , „ 2 , , „ 2 ~ PA p» , p„ + n* . p„ 4 h E ^ E b 

Tf r P<A * p,L * %g * P*A * P E * PEg “ PA2 * PB * p*El 
A B* . P 2 + B» * p 2 

- L E y E % 

PA * p$] % * PE + P* Pl* . P^ . pA - PA • p* 

.. v+ p1. ¥$ c 

E * % 

Prcaa this (3*1*0 Is darlvea by dividing the right side of the came e»* 

prssslon hy the quantity inside the square brackets on the left* 
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2. Isrlvafcion ot the Optimal Stock, of Assets \7hen Ho Liabilities 

Are Accepted la the Financial Structure 

flie equilibrium conditions were: (Eg.. (3»31)) 

PA * PA* XA “ X PA " ® 0 X 

% * p*E h * X PE “ 0 XX 

XAPA-^PE “ 0 XXI 

From XXX it follows that 

% ■ 
XA • PA 

E 
III' 

IH* la n : 

„ %+ J’grTg 
A " PA \ 
l E / 

rE 

%*£E 
PE PE

S (
X
A • 

P
A) 

the last result substituted in X gives: 

*'A • 
X
A ■ PA 

PA • % . 

% + £l 
PE PE

S (
X
A ' 

P
A) ** P/ 

E 
* R 

E 
(XA * PA2) 

E 

"A [ P’A ‘ P’E £ ] 

PA ’% 
** P, 'A 

PA1% 
PE XA ** 

A 

- P/i 

. 
P
A
2 

p* - p* -~~ F A E p 2 



Again substitute (3*2) end take the units of iaeaoureznsnta ’Sut& 

that PA 
0 p

E * H *•» 

_* • B " "* • n % • "A 
XA ” t,-A . il - nf. ; r " ^A.n<E 

Setting * 0 , 

and substituting in the previous egression for Kill give Eg. (3.32)* 

3* Dsrlvation of X^ -when Financial leverage Is Constant 

From Eq* (3*1) it follows that P
A 
XA ~ PL *1 * PE *E 

Frosa Eg,. (3.3$) it follows that pj, ^ “ * * PE XI 

X + XX 

*A*A *AXA 
F
E% *A*A-\*L 

*» V + 1 

PE h 
P. X. JL-jfiL 
v + 1 

PAXA 
or X* ® • 

E Y ♦ 1 
XXX 
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w - p-x A “A • or 
PAXA JL XV 

v + 1 E v + 1 

Maximising total profits subject to Eq. (3.1) and (3*36) is 

equivalent to: 

to W « PA XA - PL 
V 

v + 1 

PAXA 
**% 

PAXA 

PE • <V ♦ 1) 

there HI and IV vers used to eliminate 3^, and as ©solicit 

variables from tbs profit function* 

Maximum profits subject to the constraint on the debt - equity 

ratio vill occur uhen: 

dH 
<3X. » 0 , or 

*L ' PA 
S
A 
+ S

A'
X
A- P. 

«3 
JL • zzr 

Y + 1 

% *pi 

?B (Y * 1) 
* 0 

& 
Solving for the optical stock of capital XA -* 

h 
P\ 

*L 'FA'V 

PJ. (Y * 1) 

+ % * PA 

PE ( ? + 1) 
- Pi 

Substitute (3*2) and take the units of measurement so 

as to equate p s p s p a n -* 
A £ L 
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. v * n 

(v + l) 

TB * 
n 

(Y + i) 
« TT. « n 

A 

"L •
7
 +   . 5L « 

tT*A . (Y * 1) it’A • (Y + 1) "'A 

tr_ . y + ^ (Y + l) 
il  - - 

  HI PI■■■-»»» KiiUDWiniiWiW ■ ■«»—*■     «■ * 

tf*A ^ ^ 

~1 t 
If , is redefined L 20, substitution Trf.ll result 

nA ^ 

inEq. (3«3T)» 

t # 
4* Derivation of for the Sales Maximising Firm 

She profit equation (vith linear demand curve) is 

quadratic t. Daa38^ 

w = f 1 * a * XA “ f 2 ’ 0,2 * XA2 “ al3 XA ' PE XA “ W 

Solving this quadratic in the standard -way gives tw 

real roots, naa»ljr 

* 

V, = a ab 4 fg. a4 -v 
wj- 

2/2 

and 
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Adding 

X 
•s* 

A, 2 
1 r r 2 

2 f2 I a • oib * ® * ®£b ** 3^g) " ^ ^2* 
s-^s 

a wj II 

But osiy XA>1 is consistent uith tt» otjectlw of mxinlning selss, 

Tiiia can he ehovn as follow. 

Assume there exist tvo points ^ and X^g> such that 

XA 1 > XA 2 * values for total sales Rj, and Rg 

trill have the relation > Eg if and only if : 

fl,a XA,1 * V^A,!.2 > fl'a XA,2 " 

fl-a XA,1 * *1«* XAj2 =• f2-a\lS * f2A,2a 

fl,a^XA,l “ XA,2^ > f2,a^XA,ia * XA,2^ 

fl-a <XA,1 - XA,2> > f2-°2 <V * XAj2)<
XA,l + XA,2> 

£x*a. 

f2*a 
2 > XA,l+\2 

III 

Comparing I and II it can he seen that 

XA,1 > XA,2 

* 
:A,1 ^ XA#2 Elves* 



m 2 . (f-^a ~ ab - Pg) f^a-Cek + %) 

2fg a 

# 4r From IH it fellows that therefore > Rg «—* ab + E^, > 0 . 

Since ab + E^ represents the narginal cost of production plus the 

massing#, cost of capital, which both sro positive, the ©mount of 

assets produces a higher total revenue than X^*g , end is 

this the only point consistent with the assumed objective. Thus 

the optimal stock of assets (capital) for the sales maximizer in 

this model is given by (3.43). 
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